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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

With the Intemet booming in recent years, the demand for high-speed
transmission over communications networks is increasing at a tremendous rate. There has
been a lot of effort trying to explore technologies to enhance the capacity and the utility
of transmission media. Since it is well-known that the transmission capacity of optical
fiber is enormous and that optical fibers are getting cheaper and cheaper, people have
been trying to find more effective ways to utilize the available bandwidth. Wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) is one such technology. It is used to transmit multiple
wavelengths of light in a single optical fiber (Figure 1.1 [1]). WDM takes advantage of
the 25,000 GHz capacity in the passband of light of optical fibers, reaching a capacity
1,000 times greater than the traditional multiplexing technology, time division
multiplexing (TDM), which can only carry around 2.5 gigabit per second in a single
fiber. It can be expected that as optical technologies become more and more mature, the
price of optical devices will drop and communications networks in the fiiture will be
dominated by optical networks.
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Figure 1.1 Low attenuation region of optical fibers in the \550 nm window
WDM networks offer at least three advantages [2,3]:
1. Reducing processing load at the intermediate nodes by handling through traffic
within the optical layer. Traditional technologies require back-to-back opticalelectrical signal transformation in order to extract or add signals from or to the
traffic (signal add-drop.) Signal multiplexing and demultiplexing also has to be
done in electrical form. To do this, complicated equipment such as ATM
switches have to be used as intermediate nodes. Signal add-drop using WDM
technology, however, avoids such processing of traffic in the higher layers of
the network and eliminates the necessity for such sophisticated equipment in
the intermediate nodes by dealing with signals in the optical form directly.
Thus it is more cost-effective and more reliable.
2. Cost savings by creating many independent "virtual fibers" over one real fiber
using WDM. Since multiple optical signals are transmitted through one fiber

together instead of one per fiber, it saves the effort of deploying more fiber
cables.
3. Providing paths that are just as protocol insensitive as if they were so many
pure fiber paths.
Conceptually, WDM technology is similar to frequency-division multiplexing
(FDM), now widely used in microwave radio and satellite systems. Just as in FDM,
different wavelength chaimels (or optical frequencies) in a WDM system must be
properly spaced to avoid interference among channels.
WDM technology can be used to build various passive and active optical devices
to combine, distribute, isolate, and amplify optical powers at different wavelengths in a
communications system. Figure 1.2 shows the implementation of such components in a
typical WDM link. At the transmitter side, there are several independently modulated
light sources, each emitting at a unique wavelength. Here a multiplexer is needed to
combine these optical signals from the emitters into one signal of continuous spectmm
and couple it into a single fiber. At the receiver side, a demultiplexer is required to
separate the bundled optical signals into appropriate detection channels for further signal
processing.
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Figure 1.2 Implementation of a typical WDM link
For the transmitter, the basic design challenge is to have the multiplexer provide a
low-loss path from each optical source to the optical channel. Since optical signals that
are combined generally do not emit any significant amount of optical power outside of
the designated charmel spectral range, interchaimel cross-talk factors are relatively
unimportant at the transmitter.
Since photodetectors are usually sensitive over a broad range of wavelengths, the
primary task of demultiplexers at the receiver side is to be able to effectively separate
different optical channels from signals rendered by the photodetector. To prevent
spurious signals from entering a receiving channel, that is, to give good channel isolation
of different wavelengths, it is desirable to use optical filters exhibiting narrow spectral
operation or sharp wavelength cutoffs. In principle, optical demultiplexers can also be
used as multiplexers. Tolerable interchaimel cross-talk level varies depending on
applications. In general, interchaimel cross talk level of less than -30 dB is acceptable.
WDM optical filters alone can serve as multiplexers and demultiplexers at the
transmitter and receiver end of a conmiunication link where a large number of signals
have to be transmitted together. They can also play a role of flexible add-drop devices in

the middle of a link where signals have to be added to or extracted from the link in
optical form. Optical filters can be divided into three large categories:
1. Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) based devices including resonant coupler
(RC) filters [4,5,6, 7] and waveguide grating routers (WGR) [8].
2. Fiber Bragg gratings (FBG's) including apodized [9] and chirped gratings
[10,11,12].
3. Thin film filters (TFF's) including multiple cavity transmission filters and
Fabry-Perot filters.
In this thesis we will study two kinds of passive optical add-drop filters: (1) fiber
Bragg gratings (FBG's), and (2) resonant coupler (RC) filters. It is our purpose to
understand the properties and limitations of these filters as well as to evaluate their
performance in a communications system based on WDM technology. It is always
beneficial to evaluate the performance of filters with computer simulations before real
implementation of such devices. However, first of all, mathematical models of FBG's
and RC's must be established before simulation. To lay out a good theoretical
background, detailed mathematical model derivations of uniform and nonuniform FBG's
as well as numerical solutions to the model will be presented. RC filters are also
addressed in this way. Based on these mathematical models, we are able to constmct a
modular Matlab-based simulation program for add-drop filters based on fiber Bragg
gratings and resonant couplers. We apply user-friendly Simulink in Matlab to create a
library of basic components from which these devices can be constmcted for simulation.
Device parameters can be easily changed; input signals as well as noise level can be

altered to evaluate device performance under different conditions. Results such as
wavelength dependence and eye pattems can be viewed in real-time.
This thesis is organized as follows. We start with a brief introduction to
fundamentals of dielectric waveguides in Chapter II since the concepts of plane waves,
the wave equation, and the modal solution for slab waveguide modes are the necessary
background for our model derivation in Chapter III. In Chapter III, we obtain the
mathematical model of FBG's. Detailed mathematical derivations for both uniform and
nonuniform gratings are provided. The numerical solution for the model is also presented.
Chapter IV covers RC filters. The digital filter concept for RC filters is also discussed. In
Chapter V, we demonstrate a detailed implementation of FBG's and RC filter's
simulation programs in Matlab Simulink. We will also explain and show how to use and
control parameters for major components of the library we constructed. Since simulation
speed is also a concem for computer programs, we include a discussion on complex filter
representation, a technique used to reduce computational intensity, which is applied in
our implementation. Finally, library components are organized to form a whole
communication system. System simulation results are presented at the end of this chapter.
Chapter VI serves as a conclusion of all we have done in this thesis. Suggestions for
future work are also given in this chapter.

CHAPTER II
FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVES AND WAVEGUIDES

Basic theories of Maxwell's equations, electromagnetic waves and waveguide
[13, 14, 15] lay fundamental background for our derivations in Chapter III and Chapter
IV. We include here an introduction to electromagnetic waves and waveguides to make
the thesis self-contained. Subjects included in this chapter are the plane wave, which is
the most fundamental electromagnetic wave, as well as solutions to Maxwell's equations
for the plane wave in dielectric media. Furthermore, based on the concepts developed for
plane waves, solutions for the one-dimensional slab waveguide are also given. Finally,
we derive and discuss the relationship between wavelength bandwidth and frequency
bandwidth.

2.1 The Plane Wave
2.1.1

Maxwell's Equations
Maxwell's equations describe electromagnetic wave propagation. The four

equations in differential forms are
Vx:E =

dB

•

(2.1)

dt'

Vx:H == J-h —
dt

(2.2)

V« B = 0,

(2.3)

V«• D =•P^

(2.4)

where E represents the electric field vector, B the magnetic flux density vector, H the
magnetic field vector, D the electric flux density vector, J the current density vector,
and p the charge density. The flux densities, D and B , are related to the fields E and H
by the constitutive relations. For linear, isotropic media, the relations are simply given by
B = //H,

D = £E,

where e is called the electric permittivity of the medium and p, is the magnetic
permeability of the medium. The assumption of linearity is valid if the permittivity s and
permability p are independent of the field strength. The vacuum values of fand p are
£-0 = 8.854x10' Farads/m, and//o = 471 X 10" Henry/m.

2.1.2

Wave Equations in Dielectric Medium
In a linear dielectric medium {e and p are independent of E and H) free of

sources ( J = 0 / 7 = 0 ) , isotropic and non-magnetic (// = // o), the Maxwell's equations
become
VxE = - ^ ,
dt

(2.5)

VxH=^,
dt

(2.6)

V-B = 0,

(2.7)

V.D = 0.

(2.8)

These equations are strongly coupled first-order differential equations of E and H. A
single second-order equation of E and H can be obtained by combining Maxwell's
equations. To decouple the two curl equations, first take the curl of both sides of (2.5)

vx(VxE) = v x ^ ^ = vx::Mi
dt

dt

^9)
^^'^^

Assuming p(r,t) is independent of time and position, (1.16) becomes
VxVxE = - M V x ^ ) .

(2.10)

Since H is continuous, the order of the curl and time derivative operators can be
reversed. (2.10) becomes
VxVxE = - / / - ( V x H ) .

(2.11)

Substituting V x H = -— into (2.11) and assuming s is time invariant.

Using the vector identity, we have
V x V x E = V(V-E)-V^E.

(2.13)

Knowing that
V-D = V - ^ = Vf-E-F£-VE = 0,

(2T4)

we solve for V • E
V-E = - E

V£-

s

.

(2.15)

Combining (2.12), (2.13) and (2.15) yields
,2^

d'E

„_

V ' E - / / £ — r - = -V(E

Ve

),

(2.16)

Vf
where V^ is the Laplacian operator. The right-hand side V(E

) is negligibly small.
s

Neglecting this term, the wave equation reduces to its homogeneous form
(2.17)

V 2 E - / / ^ ^ = 0.

dt"Similarly, we can derive the wave equation for H by starting with (2.6) instead of
(2.5). The result is given by
V ^ H - / / ^ ^ = 0.
dt^

2.1.3

(2.18)

Solutions to Wave Equation
Equations (2.17) and (2.18) are vector equations. We can use the separation of

variables technique to find a valid solution. Assume the solution is in the form of
E(r, 0 = E(r) exp(; 6^0

(2-19)

B(r,r) = B(r)exp(7a>f).

(2-20)

and

Substituting (2.19) into (2.17) leads to
'2i,^..^..^ =
= 0.
V'E-^co'ps—r
0'
dt'

(2.21)

V^E + i t ^ ^ = 0.
dt"-

(2-22)

or

Similarly, the wave equation for H reduces to
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V'n + k ' ^
dt

= 0.

(2.23)

The constant k (in units of rads/meter) is the magnitude of the wavevector k(r)
and is defined as
A: = |k| = o)y[p£ .

(2.24)

The wavevector k points to the plane wave travelling direction. The magnitude
of |k| describes the amount of phase accumulated as a plane wave travels a unit distance.
k varies in different media. We define the index of refraction, n, in terms of the material
properties of the medium:

n= r

=J—

when/i = //o.

(2.25)

£n

(2.24) can be rewritten as
k = co^fp^ = CO^PQ£Q J— = coyfp^n

= k^n.

(2.26)

In rectangular coordinates, (2.22) becomes
d'^ d'
d'
. .
fu
(rrY + —[ + —^ + kln\x,y,z))E{x,y,z) = Q.
dx
dy dz

2.2
2.2.1

(2.27)

Slab Waveguides

The Guided Wave Condition
The simplest optical waveguide stmcture is the step-index planar slab waveguide

shown in Figure 2.1. The waveguide consists of three layers: a high-index (n^) guiding

11

layer surrounded on either side by the lower-index substrate («2) and cladding (^3) layer.
The waveguide is called a symmetric waveguide when the refraction index of the
substrate and the cladding layer are identical; otherwise the waveguide is called an
asymmetric waveguide when

n^>n2>n^.

There are two possible electric field polarizations, transverse electric (TE) and
transverse magnetic (TM). A field is called transverse electric when its electric field is
transverse to the plane of incidence and there is no longitudinal component along the
direction of propagation. Similarly, a field is called transverse magnetic when there is no

AX

ns
h
\

ni
/

•^z

n2

Figure 2.1 A step-index planar slab waveguide
longitudinal magnetic field component. TE and TM fields are shown in Figure 2.2.
Transverse Electric

Transverse Magnetic

Figure 2.2 Transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) fields
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We consider the TE case, in which E is polarized along the >^-axis and the wave
has angular frequency co^. Wave equation (2.27) can be rewritten as

a'

a'

a'

( T T + X T + -rT)^v(^'^) + Kn'{X,z)E^{X,z) = 0 (/=1, 2, 3).

(2.28)

Ey {x, z) is independent of >^ because the slab extends to infinity in the y direction. Due to
translational invariance of the stmcture in the z direction, the amplitude of E^ {x, z)
should not be a fimction of z while its phase varies along the propagation direction.
Solution to (2.28) should be in the form:
Ey{x,z) = Ey{x)e-^^,

(2.29)

where y^ is a propagation coefficient along the z direction. Ey {x, z) is often called the
longitudinal wavevector. Letting ^ / 2 = 0 and inserting this into (2.28), we have

^' E(x) + {kln^-P')Ey{x)
.2
y
dx'

= 0.

(2.30)

Solution to (2.30) depends on the relative magnitude of k^n^ with respect to P
In the case when p > k^n^, the solution is in an exponential form:
Ey ix) = E.e^^^^^''

for p > k,n,.

(2.31)

In the case when P < k^n^, the solution has an oscillatory form:
Ey (x) = E^^^^^^^^^'

for P < k,n,.

(2.32)

Thus the solution is either exponentially decaying or oscillatory depending on the
value of P .For P> k^n^, an attenuation coefficient y is defined as

13

r = ylP'-k',nj,

(2.33)

so the field can be written as E (x) = E^e^^.
For y^ < A:o«., a transverse wavevector K is defined as

^ = ^k',nf-p''

(2.34)

and we can describe the field as Ey(x) = E^e^^"'.
The geometrical relation among the total wavevector k, the longitudinal
wavevector p, and the transverse wavevector K is depicted in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Relationship of k, p and K

2.2.2

Characteristic Equations for the Slab Waveguide
To determine the value of wavevector p, proper boundary conditions must be

applied to the general solutions given by (2.31) and (2.32). The transverse electric field
amplitudes in the three regions are
- Ae
A^nx
E(x) =

E (x) = BCOS{KX-(/))

E(x) = Ce-''^''-'^

for X < 0,
foiQ<x<h

for x> h

(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)

where A, B, C are amplitude coefficients to be determined. /^, Y2 and K are defined as
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r,=4P'-klnl,

(2.38)

r,=4p'-klnl,

(2.39)

K = yjk'.nf-p'

.

(2.40)

To solve (2.35-2.37), we apply the boundary conditions at the interfaces:
1. Tangential E is continuous.
dE^
2. Tangential H is continuous (which leads to continuous — - ) .
dx
By applying the boundary conditions at x = 0, we have
A = Bcos{^),

(2.41)

r^A = KB sin{(/>).

(2.42)

Combining (2.41) and (2.42) yields
tan(^) = ^ .

(2.43)

Similarly, applying the boundary conditions at x = h,we obtain
C = Bcos(Kh-(/>),

(2.44)

r2C = KBsm(Kh-(/>).

(2.45)

Combining (2.44) and (2.45) we get
tan(jdi -(/>) = — .

(2.46)

Meanwhile, according to a trigonometric identity, we have

1 + tan(/cf7) tan(^)
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Substituting (2.43) into (2.47) and combining with (2.46) leads to
tan(«^) = ^y

"^ ^^ ^.

(2.48)

Equation (2.48) is called the characteristic equation for the TE modes of a slab
waveguide, or the eigenvalue equation for P. Because it is a transcendental equation, it
has to be solved graphically or numerically.
Similarly, the TM mode eigenvalue equation for P can be obtained as:

tan(A*) =

«2

--!^« 3

^

.

(2.49)

«;

K'

2

2

fl^2

n^n^

2.3 Wavelength Bandwidth and Frequency Bandwidth
The transmission bandwidth of WDM systems can be viewed either in terms of
wavelength bandwidth (the wavelength band occupied by the light signal and its guard
band) or frequency bandwidth (the frequency band occupied by the light signal). To find
the frequency bandwidth corresponding to a particular wavelength bandwidth, we use the
fundamental relationship,
c = Jlv,

(2.50)
which relates wavelength Z to carrier frequency v, where c is the speed of light.
Differentiating (2.50) leads to
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(2.51)

Av| = {—)\^x

where the deviation in frequency Av corresponds to the wavelength deviation A/l
around /I. From (2.51), the frequency bandwidth is Av = 125 GHz for a usable spectral
band AA = 1 «w in the 1550 nm window.
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CHAPTER III
FIBER BRAGG GRATINGS

Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) are fabricated by exposing the core of an optical
fiber to ultraviolet light, thus causing a periodic variation in the refractive index of the
core. FBG's have the advantages of low insertion loss, low cross-talk, low light retum
loss, compact size, and potentially low cost, non-linear optical properties of FBG's
applied in soliton communication [16,17] are still a hot research topic. While this
technology is still too immature to be implemented, the linear effects of FBG's, including
dispersive and wavelength-selective properties, have been well studied [18-28]. In fact,
FBG's have been successfiilly implemented in a variety of optical signal processing
devices in WDM networks, such as dispersion compensators [10,11, 22, 29-31] and
filters [32]. There have been many studies to develop techniques to obtain the desired
spectral response of FBG's by altering physical parameters such as induced index
change, length [33], apodization [9], period chirp [11,12,10], and fringe tilt [34].
Most of the models of FBG's developed so far in the literature are based on onedimensional or two-dimensional stmctures [18-28] because of their theoretical simplicity.
However, when practical device analysis is desired, it is necessary to use a threedimensional model so that a more accurate description of the stmcture can be obtained. In
this thesis, we will establish three-dimensional mathematical models of FBG's such that
realistic components can be described precisely. Derivation of models in the frequency
domain as well as the time domain will be presented in detail. The frequency-domain
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analysis provides us a clear picture of the optical characteristics of FBG's, while the
performance of the FBG's can be evaluated directiy in the time-domain by observing
propagation of pulses through gratings.
In this chapter, an introduction to Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG's) is given which
focuses on the derivation of the mathematical models of FBG's. In section 3.1, we begin
with a brief review of perturbation theory and the derivations of coupled-mode equations,
which is the foundation for the mathematical description of FBG's. In section 3.2, the
coupled-mode equations for uniform FBG's, a set of first order derivative equations, is
given. The detailed derivation of the analytic solution is presented, which provides an
insight into the properties of FBG's and also into the ways to handle the simple coupledmode equations. In section 3.3, a more complicated waveguide stmcture, nonuniform
FBG's, is discussed. The coupled-mode equations for nonuniform FBG's are provided.
Both in section 3.2 and 3.3 the coupled-mode equations are in the frequency domain. In
section 3.4, we derive the time domain coupled-mode equations (TDCM's) that are used
to simulate pulse propagation in FBG's. Normally, analytic solutions to TDCM's are not
available. In section 3.5 we present a fourth-order modified predictor-corrector method to
solve the TDCM's numerically. The algorithm based on this method is given and a
Matlab program is attached.

3.1. Perturbation Theory of Coupled Modes
In Chapter II we have derived solutions for confined modes in a slab dielectric
waveguide. Different modes will be completely independent from one another if there are
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no perturbations in the waveguide (e.g., if the refraction index of the three films is
invariant and there are no changes in the dimensions of the waveguide with position.)
However, any deviation in the well-defined waveguide stmcture results in coupled modes
and energy exchange among the modes. Perturbation theory of coupled modes [13,14,
35] is introduced to describe such mode coupling.
We start with the wave equation. Combining of (2.12) and (2.13) and neglecting
w
the term V(V. E) leads to
V^E = ; . | ( f ) .
dt dt

(3.1)

Recall that the constitutive relation for electric flux is
D(r,0 = ^(r)E(r,0 + P,..(r,0,

(3.2)

where P^g^,(r,0 is the perturbation polarization that represents any deviation of the
polarization from an unperturbed waveguide.
Substituting (3.2) into (3.1) yields
V ^ E ( r . O - M r ) ^ ^ . % ^ .
ot
ot

(3.3)

From (3.3), it is clear that the perturbation polarization P^^^, acts as a driving
force.
Standard perturbation theory techniques are used to solve this equation. First, the
eigenmodes (6*) of the unperturbed waveguide stmcture are obtained by setting the
perturbation term P^^^, equal to 0. Then a solution to the perturbed wave equation can be
found as the superposition of orthogonal eigenmodes.
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The electric field E{r,t) can be described as

^

m

^

m

where P^ is the mode propagation coefficient, while A'' and A~ are the amplitudes of the
forward and backward traveling waves, respectively.
^m (x^y) is the wth discrete eigenmode of (3.3). It satisfies
{•^ + j-j-fil)£„(x,y)
dx
dy

+ co'fis£„(x,y) = 0.

(3.5)

Substituting (3.4) into (3.3) gives
^^" Z { ^ ( ^
^ ^ - P l )£. (^, y) + o>'ns£„ {X, y)-\e-^'^'
„ 2 dx
dy
1. . . .

<K_^d^

_

iPn,^ •

+T i-y/3. -f-+X7^)^«
dz
d^z ' "' (^' y)^~''"' >

(3.6)

+e^- X { 4 r [ ( | T + I T - >^^ )^™ (^' >^)+^'^^^'" (^' >')]^'''"'
„
2

2

dx'

dz

dy

r2 ^ -

d z

5^P^.(r,0
Note that, from (3.5), many terms in (3.6) can be dropped and the equation
becomes
g^'*

I[i(-2;/?. ^ . ^ ) ^ „ ( . , . ) . - ] . e - I [ i ( 2 y / ? „ ^ . _ ^ ) ^ ^ ( . , , ) e - n
Jz

d'z

g^Pp..(r,0
=

>"

^^'

(3.7)
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According to the assumption that amplitude varies slowly, the second derivative
terms are negligible (

d'A m
dAm
) and can be dropped. Thus the final equation
«Pn,
dz'
dz

for the forward and backward amplitudes is reduced to
j"^

Y.l-jP.^£S^,y)e-^'^']^e^''Y.W.^S„{x,y)e^^^-]
dz

dz

=

^i^-^^^ (3.8)
dt'

(3.8) can be fiuther simplified by applying the mode orthogonality condition.
2cop

fco £ ^' ^^' y^^'" ^^' y ^ ^ ^ "Pm~ir~ ^''"''

(3.9)

where S,^ is the Kronecker deltafimction,which is one only if l = m, otherwise 0. The
proof for (3.9) can be found in [35]. Multiplying (3.8) by S\x) and then integrating
from - 00 to 00, together with (3.9), we get
dA^\s_^j{cot+p,z)
.Y/irf-tfl ^\

dz

dA^ ^j{(ot-Ps2)
Han-B.z^
^"^s

dz

^

J

^

[Sjp^r,ir,t)-S\x)dx.

(3.10)

2(0 dV

Equation (3.10) is the primary equation for treating a large variety of mode
interactions.

3.2 Periodic Waveguide
Consider a cormgated dielectric waveguide shown in Figure 3.1. Such a
waveguide is widely used in distributed feedback (DFB) lasers as well as in optical
filters.
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2=0

^^1

A

2=^

la

f

^^^M
^

h

m
Figure 3.1 Periodic Waveguide

We assume a wave propagates in a single-mode slab. To be specific, we fiirther
assume that it is in TE mode. The solution of the TM mode is similar to that of the TE
mode.
The forward and backward waves of the electric field are
. _ ^ o / „ >.^^^•(-'-^)+i^-(z)^(x,>;)e^•(^"^)
E{r,t) = 1 . . -A\z)S{x,y)e

where the S(x,y)

(3.11)

is the normalized eigenmode of the unperturbed waveguide.

Perturbation polarization caused by cormgation can be described as
Ppe«(r.O = Af(r)E(r,0
(3.12)

= An\r)€,Eir,t)
= ^^^i^[A\z)e{x,

y)e^"'-^' + A-iz)S(x, y)e-^'''-^'].

Substituting (3.12) into (3.10) leads to
dA- ^j^

dz

dA^ ^_j^

dz

= -I^^\A'e-'^+A-e'^]

f f

An\x,y,z)e{x,y)S\x,y)dxdy.
(3.13)
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Note that if An{x,y,z)

is uniform along the z direction, we will be left simply

with the perturbation formulas for both forward and backward travelling waves
independent of each other. In this case,
dA= -JAPA
dz
and

dz
where

Ap = — 4

\ An (x, y, z)£{x, y)S (x, y)dxdy

is a constant.

Any DC

J-oo J-oo

component in An'{x,y,z)

will uniformly change the propagation constant p by Ap.

However, to couple forward waves to backward waves or vice versa, the index
modulation (An'(x,y,z))

must contain factors e'^'-'^.

To obtain these factors, we describe the spatial period A along the z direction in
terms of a Fourier series:
An\x,y,z) = An\x,y) Xa,e^<'""^''.

(3.14)

^=-00

We look for a term / that satisfies
l—^2p.
A

(3.15)

The forward and backward waves are coupled when this condition is satisfied.
Now we define p^ =1— and S = P - P^. Extracting terms that satisfy (3.15) from the
A
right side of (3.14), the coupled mode equation (3.13) becomes
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_

=- ^ A

a , . - - £ lAn\x,y)S{x,y)8\x,y)dxdy

^^^^^

where K = ^ ^ a , £ [^^n\x,y)S{x,y)£\x,y)dxdy.
Similarly,
a/L

—

*

nx,

= ^ A e''^.

(3.17)

Equations (3.16) and (3.17) clearly show the coupling between forward and
backward waves. Both indicate that the change in amplitude of one wave is directly
proportional to the amplitude of the other, and the proportionality involves a coupling
constant /c depending on the overlap of the periodic index perturbation and the mode's
energy density.
To solve the coupled equations (3.16) and (3.17), we rewrite the forward and back
waves in terms of two new factors. A' = Ae'-'^, and A^ = Be^^. Putting these equations
into (3.16) and (3.17), we have
dA
= KB + JSA
dz

(3.18)

—

(3.19)

and
= KA-J5B.

dz
These coupled equations can now be readily solved by letting
^ = ^1^---H ^ 2 ^ "

(3.20)

and
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B = B,e-^B,e-.

(3.21)

Then, substituting them into (3.18) and (3.19), respectively, and equating the
coefficients of the e'^ and e''^ (because the intermediate expressions must be tme for all
z) leads to relationships between A^ and B^ as well asA^ and B^.
B, =

/

A, =

-—A,

(3.22)

and

(3.23)

B^^^^JIA,=-^A,.
Either from (3.22) or (3.23), a solution for cr can be found,
G = ^KK -5' .

(3.24)

For a waveguide grating of finite length L^, we assume a forward wave incident
into the grating at z = 0, transmitting through the grating at z = L^. Moreover, we
assume that there are no reflections beyond the grating, so that the amplitude of the
backward

wave

is zero

at z = L^.

Applying

these

boundary

conditions,

A-(L) = A(L)e-J^ = 0 and ^^(0) = 5(0), to (3.20) and (3.21), leads to
A(L) = A.e-"^-^ A^e"^ = 0

(3.25)

and
B(0) = B,+B2 .

(3-26)

Combining these two equations with (3.22) and (3.23), we obtain
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A=

K

-{\ + e-^'^)G +

jS{-\^e-''^)

K
^2

=

(l-he^"^)o--h7^(-l-hg'"^)

-laL

-(l-Fe-'^)o- + 7^(-l-f-e-'^)

a-jS
^2

=

il +

IcrL

e''''^)or-\-jS{-\-te''^)

(3.28)

B(0),

-G-jS

B,=

(3.27)

5(0),

(3.29)

5(0)

(3.30)

5(0)

With these four coefficients, we can finally get the solution of the forward and
backward waves:
A'(z) = A^{0)

jKe

-j&

- S sinh(oi ) -i- JG cosh(crI )

sinh[cr(z-Z_)],

(3.31)

J^

^^(z) = ^^(0)

- 5 sinh((jlg) + 7 cr cosh(crI^)

(3.32)

X {-5 sinh[cr(z -1^)] + jcr cosh[cr(z -L^)])
Under the phase matching condition (^ = 0), we have
sinh[A:(z-I_)]
A-{z) = A\Qi)
I
; ,
cosh(/d. )
^^(z) = ^^(0)

(3.33)

cosh[A:(z-Ig)]

(3.34)

cosh(/d,_)

Mode power A\z)^

and U'(z)|^are plotted in Figure 3.2. As is shown in the

figure, the incident mode power falls exponentially along the perturbation region. This
phenomenon is due to the coupling power from the forward wave to the backward wave.
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The grating can be viewed as a mirror whose reflectivity is adjusted by changing length

P erturb ati on R egi on
Z=L

Z =0

Figure 3.2: The amplitude of the forward and backward waves

In (3.31) and (3.32), there are four exponential terms e^^^^'^''^". Thus there are
four possible combinations of propagation constants
P' = ±P,±JCT =

where d = p-pQ

(3.35)

±P,±J4K'-5''

In
and p^^ —

In the frequency range S <K such that A:^ - ^

> 0 , the propagation constant

P' has an imaginary part. In this region an evanescence field exists. The incident field
might decay in the grating and eventually be reflected back. Therefore this region is
called the stopband region.
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0)

The propagation constant P{co) can be approximated by p{o)) = — «,^ («,^ is an
effective refraction index and c is the speed of light in a vacuum.) Then (3.35) can be
written as

>^-±^±yj^^-(^)^(^-^,)^

(3.36)

where COQ , the Bragg frequency, is the frequency when the unperturbed P equals the
ITT

Bragg value, that is, PQ = — .
A
A plot of Re {P'} and Im{ P'} versus co based on (3.36) is shown in Figure 3.3
[14].
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The stopband region is given by
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'lm(jl?A)

^'

t

i^(^)s,op=

2KC

•

(3.37)

As can be seen, the stopband region is proportional to K .

3.3

Nonuniform Bragg Gratings

In the previous section, we derived (3.31) and (3.32). They describe uniform
Bragg gratings and give analytic solutions. We consider Nonuniform Bragg gratings in
this section. The mathematical description of Nonuniform Bragg gratings will be
introduced step by step and all approximations will be shown clearly. By the end of this
section we will have a set of differential equations that describe Nonuniform Bragg
gratings.
In unperturbed waveguides, polarization induced by E(r,0 is given by
Y,{r,t) = [sir)-€,]E{v,t)

= 8,{n' - l ) E ( r , 0 .

(3.38)

For perturbed waveguides with refractive index n -f- Sn{z), polarization becomes
P(r,0 = s,[{n + 5n{z)f - l ] E ( r , 0

^^^^^

= s^in^ +2n5n{z) + Snizf -l]E(r,0.
Thus the perturbed polarization is be given by
P...(r,0 = P(r,0-Po(r,0

^3 4^^

= €,[2nSn(z) -h ^«(^)']E(r,0.
Assume that the perturbation is a small fraction of the refractive index such that
Sn(z)«n.

Thus Sn{z)^can be ignored, and then the perturbed polarization can be

approximated by
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P^,,,(r,0 = 2£,nSn{z)E{r,t).

(3.41)

We now define the refractive index perturbation of the grating as
—

27r

Sn{z) = Sn{z){\ -^ vcos[—z -H ^(z)]}

(3.42)

A
where Sn{z) is the average refractive index difference over a grating period, v the index
difference fringe visibility, A the perturbation period and ^(z) the grating chirp.
Putting (3.41) into (3.10) we have
dA

^ji^oM+pz) dA

dz

^j(a^-pz)

dz
7^0 5 ' r

2co dt'

r

2nSn(z)iA-e^^'^'^^+A^eJ^''-^^)S-S'dxdy

J-oo J-oo

2;r
= jn£,CDA- r \^ Sn(z){\ + vcos[—z + (P{z)]}e^^'^'^^S'£*dxdy
J-oo J-oo

A

2;r
+ jn£,CDA' r r Sn{z){\ + vcos[—z +
J-oo J-oo
A
A
= m f o ^ . ^ T r^«(^)(l + - ^

+T^

J-oo J-oo

2

^jnsM*

r

J-oo J-oo

2
2

^(z)]}A'e^^'^-^^SS'dxdy
^

)e'^'^^^S-£dxdy

{a^{z)(^^y'^'*''''^V''^"*'''^^*^''''-'''S€•dxdy.
2

(3.43)
->3^

Assuming — « y^, we have these exponential terms e^^^, e ^^, e^^^^and e
A

in (3.43). The last two terms have rapid variations, which are presumably unimportant
and can be ignored. Neglecting the last two exponential terms, we observe that A* and
A' must satisfy equations
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dz

= jns.coA- £ [jn{z)£

•£*dxdy

,27t

J{—-2P)2+4>{Z) -o -0 _

^jns.coAe

^

(3.44)

y

[^ljn(z)-££'dxdy

and

dz

= -jns^coA^ £

^^{z)£-£"dxdy
(3.45)

.__

-j{^-2p)z^^{z) « ,
-jy——^p)z+^(z)

-jns^coAe

^

-0 _ _

y

[^[jn{z)-£

£ dxdy.

We now define two new coefficients,

and

G{z)^ns^O)\

r &i(z)££*dxdy

(3.46)

J-oo J-oo

/«o

«o V

K(Z) = nsQCO

,

y

—Sn(z)£ £ dxdy = — <T(Z) .

J-oo J-oo 2

(3.47)

2

With these coefficients, (3.45) and (3.46) can be rewritten as
dA"

dz

, . ._

. . .X

= jG(z)A-+jK(z)A^e

J(^-2P)z+Hz)

^

(3.48)

and
^A+

-j(—-2p)z+^iz)

^ ^ = -Ja(z)A'-JK(z)A-e^
dz

.

(3.49)

To solve for (3.48) and (3.49), we rewrite the forward and backward waves as
R = Ae

^

2

(3-50)

and
S = A~e ^

2

.

(^-^^^
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Substituting them into (3.48) and (3.49) leads to
dR
= -Mz)R(z)-JK{z)S(z),
dz

(3.52)

dS^
= ja(z)R(z)-^JK{z)S{z),
dz

(3.53)

where (jiz) =

(7(z)-^Ap--^^andAp^P--.
2 dz
A

Equations (3.52) and (3.53) are the two primary equations to describe nonuniform
Bragg Gratings. Since \R\= A^

and l^"] = A~ , the amplitudes (or intensity) of the

forward and backward waves are, in fact, the solutions of (3.52) and (3.53). In (3.52) and
(3.53), we note that the variations of the background refractive index, o-(z), have the
same effect as detuning A/? and grating chirp —i-L^. This implies that the desired
dz
spectra of gratings can be obtained by either apodizing or chirping the gratings.

3.4

Time Domain Coupled-Mode Equations

Now we have solutions to nonuniform Bragg Gratings for continuous wave (CW).
They are coupled-mode equations in the frequency domain, which give us an insight into
the spectra of Bragg gratings. However, to see the effect of Bragg gratings on input
pulses, it is more desirable to study the linear pulse propagation in the time domain.

We start with the wave equation in the form
^2^. X
,,a'E(r,0
V'E(r,t)-p€ir) ^y

5%Jr,r)
=p
'—,
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(3.54)

where £(r) relates to refractive index n by£:(r) = s^n^.
The electric field in the grating is
E{r,t) = ]-A\z,t)£{x,y)e^^'^-^^

+-A-(z,t)£(x,y)e^^'^'^^

(3.55)

where £(x,y) is the normalized eigenmode of the unperturbed waveguide which satisfies
d^ d^
(-^''T:T-/^')^(^>y)''^'Ms(r)£(x,y)
dx dy

= 0.

(3.56)

Substituting (3.55) into (3.54), the left-hand side (LHS) of the equation becomes
LHS = e^'^ {]-A\z, t)[(-^ + 1 ^ - p')£(x,
2
dx dy
2

dz

dz

- ps{r)^!^^^-\£{x,y)e-^^
dt
1 . - /

y) + co'ps(r)£(x,

xr/^^

^^

y)]e-'^

dt
+ co'pE{v)£{x,y)Y^^

n2^r^,

x

^ r^ . n^A'{z,t)

(3.57)
d'^

A'{z,t)

+ -A (z,t)[(-j + --^-p')£(x,y)
+ -[2jP
y +
\' ^
2
dx dy
2
dz
dz
, ^dA-(z,t)
, .d'A*(z,t)^^,
. .,«,.
-2jcop£(r)
^ - ^ r )
-Y^]£{x,y)e''^}.
dt
dt
With (3.56), (3.57) can be simpUfied,

2

dz

dz

ot

_,,(r)^!4M]^(,,).-.. , i [ 2 , ^ ^ l ^ , ^ ! ^
dt

-2jo)p£ir)

2

^-psir)
ot

-^]£ix,y)e

dz

(3.58)

dz

^^}.

dt

We assume A^{z,t) and A~(z,t) are slowly varying functions of z and t, so that

the second derivatives

^ ^ and
dz'

\-^ are very small compared to the first
dz'
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derivatives

^-^

and

)^il^

and thus can be neglected. Therefore, (3.58) is

further reduced to
LHS = e^" { i [ - 2 y ^ M ^ _
2
dz
\ r. .„dA~(z,t)

_.

2Ja.Mr)^^mx,y)e-'^
dt
, ^dA~(z,t)^^,

^ .iff,.

+ -[2JP
' '-2jCDp£ir)
^]£(x,y)e'^^}
2
dz
dt
^joMf^r ^ .odA^{z,t)
2dA^(z,t)
jp,
= ^ {-[-2JP—;
2jo)p£on
]£{x,y)e "^
2
dz
dt

i„._a.^~(z,o
+ -[2JP
2

^
dz

^.

2a.^"(z,/).,^,

- 2j(op£,n'

(3.59)

. .,/fe,

^]£{x,y)e'^^}.
dt

Now consider the right-hand side (RHS) of (3.54). Substituting (3.41) and (3.55)
into (3.54) leads to
RHS = //
=

^"^pe.{r,t)

dt'
2p£QnSn(z)———

_ , ^^a'^"(z,0
^^ . dA\z,t)
^—- + 2jo)
^—-

= u£.nSn(z)[
^ ^

dt'

(3.60)

dt

-co'A\z,t)-\£{x,y)e^'^-^Up£,n5n{z)f^

^/'^^
ot

^2jco^^-^^^-(o'A-{z,t)-\£{x,y)e'^"''^\
dt
Since A^{z,t)
^-^
dt'

and

and A~{z,t)

Sr^
dt'

slowly vary with t, the second derivative terms

can be ignored. Furthermore, we introduce a small refractive

index perturbation in the background refractive index so that 5n{z) « n, making the first
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derivative terms

^-^

and

^ ^ ^ in the RHS negligible compared to those in the

dt

dt

LHS. In this way, (3.60) is reduced to
mis = -p£,nSn{z)co'[A^(z,t)e'^'^-^^-i-A-{z,t)eJ^'^^^^]£(x,y).

(3.61)

Combining (3.59) and (3.61), we obtain a new coupled-mode equation which is
similar to (3.43). Following the same approach we used to solve (3.43), we obtain the
solution for (3.59) and (3.61) as
j^_dR(z^_
dz

where

\_dR(^^^a{z)R{z,t)
V dt

(3.62)

.^dS(^ _ l ^ ^ M ) + a(z)S(z,t) + K{z)R(z,t) = 0,
dz
V dt

(3.63)

^ -j{--P)z+-<fi{z)
^•(5-^)2+%(z)
R = A'e^
^ , S = A-e^
' ,

1 dd(z)
--^^^^,
2 dz

— = —^ and Ap ^ p
V

+ ^iz)S{z,t) = 0,

c

^
a{z) = G{Z) + Ap

. Once again, c is the speed of light in a vacuum and «^^ is the
A

effective mode index of the unperturbed mode. Coefficients cr{z) and K{Z) are defined
in (3.46) and (3.47).
As opposed to coupled-mode equations in the frequency domain ((3.52) and
(3.53),) (3.62) and (3.63) include the time variable. Note that in the literature [21,36],
coupled-mode equations in the time domain are expressed as
«

J^m^
dz

^im^^
V dt

-K^^--^^^^)
dz
V dt

^ <T(r)J?(z,0 + K(z)Siz,t) = O,

+ a{z)S{z,t) + K{z)R{z,t) = (i,
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(3.64)

(3.65)

and are different from what we derived ((3.62) and (3.63).) This is because here, the
electric field is written as [13,14]
E(r,/) = ^A'(z)£{x,y)e'^'^-^^ +-A-(z)£(x,y)e^^'^'^^
•^
z,

(3.66)

while in [21,36] it is expressed as
E(r,0 = ^A\z)£{x,y)e-^^'^-^^ +-A-{z)£{x,y)e-^^'^'^^ .
Note that it is just a difference of notation, both results are consistent.
Usually, analytic solutions to coupled-mode equations in the time domain ((3.62)
and (3.63) or (3.64) and (3.65)) cannot be found. However, we can obtain numerical
solutions instead. This will be discussed in the next section.

3.5

Numerical Method

Differential equations usually do not have analytic solutions. A large variety of
numerical methods have been developed to produce approximate solutions for differential
equations [37-39]. First, in section 3.5.1, we will give a brief introduction to differential
equations. Then we will explore in section 3.5.2 numerical methods to solve (3.64) and
(3.65), which is our primary interest. Problems encountered with numerical methods will
be discussed in section 3.5.3.

3.5.1

Introduction to Numerical Methods
A differential equation is an equation involving an unknown function and one or

more of its derivatives. The equation is an ordinary differential equation (ODE) if the
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(3.67)

unknown function depends on only one independent variable. According to the auxiliary
conditions, a differential equation is referred to as an initial value problem (IVP) or a
boundary value problem (BVP).
A linear «th-order differential equation can be written in the form
«„(0>^^"^ + «.-, (t)/"-'^ +••• + «, (t)^^ + flo(f)y = Kt) .

(3.68)

Usually, a higher-order system of differential equation can be converted to an equivalent
system of first order equations which can be solved easily with the methods developed
for first-order equations.
A first-order IVP can be expressed as
P=f(t,y},

yia) = A.

(3.69)

Numerical methods developed to solve (3.69) are referred to as discrete variable
methods by generating a sequence of approximate values for y(t), yi,y2,y3,-, at points t^ t2,
^3,.... The exact solution of y(t) over a continuous range of the independent variable t,
however, is not available with numerical methods. In general, there are many numerical
methods to solve ODEs, such as the Taylor series method, the Runge-Kutta method, the
Adams multistep methods, and backward difference methods [37-39].
Errors are introduced into numerical solutions of IVPs from two major sources.
The first is called discretization error, which depends on the kind of numerical method
used. The second is the computational error including errors such as roundoff error and
error from evaluating implicit formulas.
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3.5.2

Numerical Solution to Coupled-Mode Equations
In this section we will use a numerical method called the finite-difference method,

developed by De Sterke et al [40], to derive the numerical solution to (3.62) and (3.63).
This numerical procedure will be discussed in detail, and the final set of equations to be
solved will be given. Detailed derivations can be found in [40].
We consider this particular set of coupled-mode equations:
+ J ^^ i^'^^ + J ^^ i^'^^ + cT(z)A'(z,t) -h K{z)A-{z,t) = 0,
dz
dt

(3.70)

- j ^ ^ ^

(3.71)

+ j ^ ^ ^ + a{z)A-(z,t) + K(z)A\z,t)

dz

= 0,

dt

where z and t are space and time coordinates, A*(z,t) and A~{z,t) are the envelopes of
forward and backward waves in the waveguide.
As shown in Figure 3.4, the waveguide has length L and the input wave enters at
z = 0. The amplitude of the input wave is denoted as a(t). In addition, the amplitude of
the transmitted and reflected waves are described by T(t) and R{t), respectively, where
T(t) = A^(L,t)

and R(t) = A~(0,t).

Since there is no reflection at the end of the

waveguide, we have boundary conditions
^^(0,0 = ^ ( 0 ,

(3.72)

A-(L,t) = 0.

(3.73)

Furthermore, we assume that there is no energy in the waveguide initially, thus
A'(z,0) = 0

,

(3.74)

^"(z,0) = 0.

(3.75)
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T{t)

Figure 3.4 Schematic of FBG's

We now have a set of hyperbolic initial-value problem equations (3.64) to (3.69)
to be solved. With coordinate transformations as follows.
-T

(3.76)

t =^+T

(3.77)

Z = (^

we obtain
J

dA'^(^ r^

^^' ^ =-CTii,T)A\C,T)

j—f^
dz

+ Ki<^,T)A-ii,T)

(3.78)

= -Cj{i,T)A-{i;,T) + K{<;,T)A\<^,T)

(3.79)

Thus the derivative terms in (3.70) and (3.71) are decoupled by the coordinate
transformation. Although (3.78) and (3.79) are still coupled through their right-hand
sides, both of them are actually ordinary differential equations (ODE's). Thus, if the
envelope functions ^ ^ ( ^ , r ) and A~{(^,T)
values of A^{(^Q-\- A(^,TQ)

are known at a given point (^o'^o)' other

and A~{(Q,TQ-\- At) can be obtained by applying Euler's

method to (3.78) and (3.79), respectively. This is in fact the finite difference integration.
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Based on this basic idea, we will show that starting at z = 0, the envelope functions at
all times can be calculated by suitable combination of several integration techniques.
First, we will find out how the integration range in the new coordinates is related
to the old coordinates z and t. The integration range is shovm in Figure 3.5. According to
(3.76) and (3.77), the beginning of the waveguide corresponds to ^ - r = 0, while the
end corresponds to ^-r

= L , which are depicted by thick solid lines in Figure 3.5. Time

is constant along the straight dotted lines, which stand for i^ + r = C.

Note that

according to (3.72) and (3.73), the forward envelope function A^{<^,T) is integrated from
the left to the end of the waveguide, as is shown in Figure 3.5. Meanwhile, the back
envelope function A~{I^,T)

is integrated upward, towards the front. The integration

directions coincide with the old coordinates, as is expected.
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z=CN-l)L/N
a=L t=0

Figure 3.5 Integration Range in ^and r
Finite difference methods [37-39] can be applied to integrate (3.78) and (3.79.)
Envelope fimctions

A^{^,T)

and

are integrated along the horizontal and

A~{(,T)

vertical dashed lines, respectively, and the results can be combined at the intersections.
Let us say the waveguide with length L is sampled N times. Since this is a twodimensional integration, computations are on the order of A'^^. To be faster, large steps
(or small N) are desirable. In [40] De Sterke et al point out that Euler's method is not
accurate enough because of its first-order limitation. The classical fourth-order explicit
Runge-Kutta scheme is still not accurate enough because it is in fact a lower-order
solution and errors are introduced when boundary conditions are included. To reach a
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higher accuracy, De Sterke et al proposed an implicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta
approach. This approach improves solution accuracy by applying a one-step method that
uses unbiased estimates at the endpoints and midpoints of each integration step. This
method can be written as
yn.M2 =yr, + M « 2 l / ( ^ « . >^ J + <322/(^«.l/2 ' >^«^l/2 ) + «23/(^«.l'>^«.l )] '

(3.80 a)

yn^X =yn + M « 3 l / ( ^ « . 3 ^ J + «32/(^«-Hl/2.>'«-Hl/2) + «33/(^«-M'>^«+l)]

(3.80 b)

Coefficients a^y^ ~ a^^ in (3.80) are given in Table 3.1,

Table 3.1 Values of coefficients used in integration
and extrapolating procedures in Equations 3.80 and 3.81
«22-3

=

''

^23

''

24

1
a., = —
'' 6
3
^21

= ~

''

8

2

= ~

31

3

=

24
1

«32-3

^ 222
2 =

2

—
3

4
^31

1

1

5
^2\

8
^ 3 2 = - -

9

10
^33= J

With good estimations for all y„+i,2 and y„_^^, the implicit equation (3.80) can be
solved by iteration, which gives rise to a predictor- corrector scheme. The
implementation algorithm is as follows:
1. Estimate values for y„^y2 ^^^ >^«+i f^^ ^^^ 4A'^ equations (including forward
and backward envelope functions.)
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2. Evaluate the right-hand sides of (3.74) with estimations from (1) to generate
better estimates for y^^^^^ ^ ^ y„^^ for all 4A/^ equations.
3. Repeat step (2) «^ times, until the required accuracy is reached, always using
the most recentiy computed values for y^^y2 ^^^ y^+i for all 4A/^ equations.
In our case we take «; = 3 to get a high accuracy and enhance the program
stability.
Good estimations needed in step (1) can be obtained by extrapolating previous
values of the envelope functions. They are given by
yZ\/2 = y. + ^ [ « 2 l / ( ^ « . > ^ J + «22/(^«+l/2'J^«+l/2) + «23/(^«+l.>^«+l)]

(3.81 a)

>^«!2 =yr, +K^3lf(Xn^yn)

(3-81 b)

+ KfiXn^imyn^l/2)

+ ^3J(Xn^l^yn^l)]-

The values of coefficients aji ~ ^33 are also given in Table 3.1. The extrapolation
equation (3.81) gives all necessary estimations except at the points next to the beginning
or the edges of the integration range. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, extrapolation cannot be
realized at the boundaries since there are no previous values. However, since only
estimations are needed at these points, we can use Euler's method to generate coarse
estimations, which can be improved by the iteration procedure later.
The algorithm of the entire integration scheme is outlined in Figure 3.6.
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The
beginning

I

Input the initial and boundary conditions from
Equations 3.72-3.75

I

Use Euler' method to calculate the estimates
of the points at the beginning

Calculate the values of yn+1/2 and>^„+7,
using Equation 3.80

Calculate the extrapolation
estimate value of y^^\+3/2 and
y^^\+2, using Equations 3.71
for the points Not at the edges,
and using Euler's method for
the points at the edges.

Yes
No

Figure 3.6 Flow diagram of algorithm
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A Matlab program, which calculates the numerical solutions to Equations 3.78
and 3.79 with the algorithm mentioned above, is attached as Appendix A.

3.5.3

Results
Figures 3.7-3.10 show the results of reflected and transmitted signals when a 1-ps

Gaussian pulse passes through 1-cm uniform Fiber Bragg Grating with different coupling
constants K. It is easy to see that the results shown here are identical to the
corresponding figures in [36, 41] which have the same coupling constants K .
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Figure 3.7. Reflected and transmitted signals through a 1-cm
uniform Bragg Grating with coupling constant A: = 1.5 x 10"^
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Figure 3.8. Reflected and transmitted signals through a 1-cm
uniform Bragg Grating with coupling constant A: = 4 x 10
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Figure 3.9 Reflected and transmitted signals through a 1-cm
uniform Bragg Grating with coupling constant '^ = 1.5 x 10
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Figure 3.10 Reflected and transmitted signals through a 1-cm
uniform Bragg Grating with coupling constant '^ = 5 x 10

3.5.4

Further Consideration to Sampling Number
Numerical methods always introduce error into the solution. The choice of the

sampling number A'^ is very important to accuracy. Since the sampling number N is
inversely proportional to the step size h, a value of h that is too small means that we are
doing unnecessary computation that could lead to roundoff error (error introduced
because the arithmetic is not exact): a large value of h means that we are probably not
meeting the desired accuracy requirements (errors introduced by discretization). The
proper sampling number can be found by experimentation. For a lew uniform Fiber
Bragg Grating, we found that the proper sampling number is around 100.
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CHAPTER IV
RESONANT COUPLERS

Two types of well-knovm add-drop filters based on optical interference are
arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) [8, 45-47] and resonant coupler [4-7,48]. AWG filters
demultiplexes all WDM wavelength channels, whereas RC filters selectively add and
drop optical channels. In this chapter we will discuss RC filters only. RC filters have
attracted much research interest because of their tunable spectral responses and low
insertion loss. Because of these beneficial properties, RC filters can be used to act as
fiexible add-drop filters and to build reconfigurable networks much easier and more costeffectively than using traditional devices. An RC filter, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, is a
cascade of directional couplers and optical delay lines [4,7]. The spectral response of an
RC filter is periodic. The period, referred to as the free-spectral range (FSR), is
determined by the delay-line arm length difference, which is set to be the same at all
stages. The shape of the spectrum within one FSR is controlled by the coupling length of
all directional couplers. Approaches to obtain RC filters with desired filter response are
explored in [5, 6,42]. Unlike devices based on Fiber Bragg Gratings, RC filters are
tunable devices, whose spectra can be tuned by changing the phases of the delay-line
arms, for example, this can be done by using the thermooptic effect.
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\y ^^<^P
^N+1

\Dire ctional Coupler
Figure 4.1 A multi-stage RC filter
Although there has been a lot of research on RC filters in the literature, most are
focused on developing and fine-tuning different types of RC filters of specific spectral
properties [4-7]. A generic mathematical model for RC filters had not been found by the
time my research was started. My contribution here is to develop a generic threedimensional mathematical model for RC filters with a digital filter design technique. At
this stage, the mathematical model presented in this chapter will enable us to design
various RC filters with desired spectral response by altering filter parameters. Our
simulation program based on this model (as will be discussed in Chapter V) allows realtime observation of the result of parameter tuning in order to make the design process
easier and more friendly. My version of derivation of the generic mathematical model
will be presented in detail.
In this chapter, we first describe directional couplers, which are a constituent part
of RC filters, in Section 4.1. In section 4.2, we give an introduction to the transmission
matrix method that simplifies the analysis of RC filters. The transmission matrix of an
RC filter is derived using this method in section 4.3. Two of the most important
properties of RC filters, the resonant wavelength and FSR, are derived in section 4.4. In
section 4.5, we will give the Z-transfomi representation for RC filters that gives us the
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advantages of using existing well-developed digital filter design techniques for RC filter
design. Finally, in section 4.6, we will discuss the effects of coupler length distribution
and the number of coupler stages on filter spectral response based on the mathematical
model derived in the previous sections.

4.1. Directional Coupling
The exchange of power between guided modes of adjacent waveguides is known
as directional coupling. Waveguide directional couplers perform a number of tasks such
as power division, modulation, switching, frequency selection, and polarization selection.
Waveguide coupling is treated by coupled-mode theory. Consider the stmcture
involving two planar waveguides illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Stmcture ofa directional coupler
Devices of this stmcture, where two waveguides are brought into proximity to
each other separated by only a short distance s, serve as couplers. The evanescent field
from one waveguide overlaps the core of the other waveguide, leading to coupling.
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Figure 4.3 shows the refractive index distribution for two guides. Indexes in the
absence of coupling are given by n^(x,y) and ni,(x,y), while that of a perturbed
waveguide is given by n^(x,y).

We assume that the waveguides are single-mode

stmctures. The electric field distribution in the cores of ideal (uncoupled) waveguide A
and waveguide B are written as £^{x,y) and £^{x,y), and their propagation constants
are given by p^ and p^. The field in the coupled waveguide is approximated by the sum
of the unperturbed fields
E(r,t) = A(z)£^(x,y)e J{oit-p,z) + B(z)£,(x,y)eJion-p^z)

(4.1)

n-

n.
Hi

t"

n.
Hi

n-i

t-

n.
ni

Figure 4.3. Reflective index profile
From (4.1) we can tell that, in the absence of coupling, for example, if the
distance between waveguide yl and B is infinite, A(z) and B{z) are independent of z and
thus are independent of each other.
Polarization perturbation is due to the presence of an evanescent tail of field
£Sx,y)

in waveguide B, which serves as a source to excite field £^{x,y), and vice

versa.
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Substituting (4.1) into (3.2) leads to the perturbation polarization equation, given
by
^peAr,l) =

e'''e,[£^ix,y)A(z)in'^(x,y)-nl(x,y))e-'^'
+ £, (x, y)Biz)(n', (x, y) - n] (jc, y))e-^''^'l

(4.2)

Substituting (4.2) into (3.10) resuhs in
dA
= -JK^,Be-^^^^-^^^^-jM^A
dz

(4.3)

and
dB
= -JK,^Ae-'^P"-^^^^ - jM,B,
dz

(4.4)

where
G)£Q

(0£Q

£ £f'^^ ^^'y"^ "'^^^ <^^'y^^^a (^.y)^b (^. >^)^^>^,

^« = ^ £ £ K ' ( ^ . ; ^ ) - « « ( ^ , > ^ ) ] ^ « ( ^ , ; ^ ) ^ ^ . V ,

(4.6)

(4.7)

The terms M^ and M^ slightly adjust the propagation constants p^ and p^^
correspondingly. Considering the correction made by M^ and M^, we can rewrite the
total field in (4.1) as
E(r,0 = A{z)£^{x,y)eJ^''-^^''''^^'^ -^B(z)£,{x,y)e'^'^-^^^'''^^'\
Plugging (4.9) into (3.10) leads to
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(4.9)

'^^-JK^.Be-^"^
dz

(4.10)

and
dB

= -JK,^Ae^^'^,

(4.11)

dz
where

,JPb-M,)-iP^-M^)
2

.

Equations (4.10) and (4.11) correspond to (3.16) and (3.17), respectively. They
can be solved readily by following the approach described in Chapter III. We now
consider a simple case in which the refractive index distributions n^{x,y) and nf,{x,y)
in the waveguide are identical, i.e., p^= Pf,, K^^ =x^ba =^^ ^a = ^b •> ^^^ S = 0. Then
(4.10) and (4.11) become
dA
= -JKB
dz

(4.13)

and
dB

= -JKA.

(4.14)

dz
Equations (4.13) and (4.14) are coupled to each other. To uncouple them, we take
the derivative of (4.13), which becomes
d'A

—1- =

dz

. dB

(4.15)

-jfc—.

dz

Plugging (4.14) into (4.15) leads to a single equation
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d'A
=
dz'

-K'A.

(4.16)

Similarly, we have
d'B
=
dz'

-K'B

(4.17)

Assuming initial conditions of .4(0) = A^ and 5(0) = ^Q, (4.16) and (4.17) can be
solved directiy. The solutions are given by
A{z) = AQ QOS{KZ) - JBQ sm{fcz)

(4.18)

B(z) = BQ COS(KZ) - JAQ sm(fcz)

(4.19)

and

Note that \A{Z)\ + \B(Z)\

= Al -\- B], which means that the total power along the

z direction is equal to the input power. However, exchange of energy between the two
modes happens. For example, the energy exchange for a special case where 5(0) = 0 is
shovm in Figure 4.4. We can see that energy transfers back and forth between the two
cores periodically. The solid line stands for \B{Z)\ , while the dashed line represents
\A{Z)\

. The power is normalized.

Figure 4.4 The power in waveguides A and B
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The length L of the coupler determines the exact amount of energy transferred. If
the coupler length is set to be
L=— +q—
2K

where ^ is an integer,

K

(4.20)

energy will transfer completely from one core to the other. If the coupler length is set to
be
(4. 21)

L = —- + q- ,
4/r
K

then we will have a 3dB coupler that couples 50% (3dB) of the total energy from one
core to the other. Couplers with other length values produce coupling between 0% and
100%.

4.2.Transmission Matrix
A transmission matrix expresses a signal at one port of the matrix in terms of
those at the others. Figure 4.5 shows a transmission matrix of a two-port which is defined
by
R

T

T

A

S

T

T

B

J 21

•'22.

(4.22)

A

B
Figure 4.5 Single Two-Port Network
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A coupler can be described by a two-port transmission matrix. The coefficients of
the matrix can be directly obtained from (4.18) and (4.19.) They are given by
Tu = COS{KL)

T^2 =

^21 = -y sin(/cL)

-y sin(/ti)

(4.23)

722 = cos(icL)

Thus the transmission matrix ofa coupler is given by
- J sin(/cL) A

R

COS{KL)

S

- J sin(/cL)

COS(KL)

(4.24)

B

4.3 Transmission Matrix of RC Filters
An RC filter is a cascade of directional couplers and delay line sections acting as
an add-drop filter, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Since every directional coupler and delayline section can be represented by corresponding transmission matrices [7, 42], RC filters
can be simply expressed as multiplications of these matrices. From (4.24), the rth coupler
can be characterized by its transmission matrix 7],(I,)

= ^c(A)

^1

(4.25)
cos{fcLj)
-Jsm(/cLi)

-ysin(/d.,)
COS{KLJ)

where Z, is the length of the zth coupler.
The transmission matrix for the delay-line section is expressed as
-

JPh e-^

^MZ ~ ^

0

(4.26)

0
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A(I> = P{L^-L,)

iL^-L,)
= 27m
eff

(4.27)

where L^ and I^are the lengths of the two arms, and e-'^^' represents a common phase
delay from the two-arm delay-line sections. Usually it can be ignored for simplicity. Thus
(4.26) becomes

T

=

e-^
0

0
1

(4.28)

The transmission matrix of an A^-stage RC filter is then given by
K

=

UL,.,)'"T^TXL,)T^TXL,)

(4.29)

X.

4.4. Resonant Wavelength and FSR
We will consider two RC filter parameters, the resonant wavelength and FSR.
For simplicity, we begin with the simplest RC filter, i.e. single-stage RC filter, which is
referred to as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI), as shown in Figure 4.6. The method
we develop for single-stage RC filters can be easily extended to multi-stage RC filters.

Delay Line
Output
>Yi

Drop

>Y^

ctional Coupler
Figure 4.6 Single-stage RC filter
The transmission of the single-stage RC filter is
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y^

= UL,)T^UL,)

X,
X.

cos(/cL,) cos(/d<2 )e^''* - sin(/cL,) sm{KL^) - 7[sin(;ii,) ZQ)S{KL^ )e^^^ + cos(/cL,) sin(;ti2)]X.
- 7[cos(xi,) sm{KL^ )e^^* + sin(^,) ZQ%{KL^ )] - sin(/cL,) sin(xi2 )e^^^ + cos(;ti,) COS{KL.^ )]

(4.30)

Assume the signal comes at X^, so that Xj = 0. (4.30) is reduced to
Y,

- j{s\n{KL^) COS(KL2 )e^^^ + COS(KL^ ) siniKL^ )]X2

(4.31)

[- sin(xi,) siniKL^ )e^^^ + cos(/cL,) cosinL^ )]X2

The bar-state and cross-state filter responses T^ and 7^2 are actually the power
transmission ratio between the input signal and two output signals.

(4.32a)

T,=
^2

(4.32b)

T2 =
^2

Note from (4.30) that the filter responses are functions of A^ (or wavelength X)
with period 27r.
In the case when A(/> = 2N7t, from (4.30) we obtain the outputs
7, =-7sin[A:(I,-f-Z2)]X2,

(4.33a)

^2 = COS[/f(Zi -I- l 2 ) ] ^ 2 •

(4.33b)
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The filter responses are given by

T,=

= sin^[A:(Z, + Lj)]

(4.34a)

= COS^[A:(Z,

(4.34b)

^2

Y2

T2 =

+Z2)]

^ 2

It can be observed in Figure 4.7 that the values of T^ and T^ in (4.34) are
determined by the total coupler length L^+L^.

Z; +LFigure 4.7 Filter response T^ and Tj at A^ = 2A'^;r
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If K{L^ + Z2) = —, then T^ = 1 and TQ =0. The input light of specific wavelength
satisfying A^ = 2N7t is transmitted entirely to the output port Tj and T, reaches its peak.
If K{L^ ^L^)^

7t

— , T^ and T^ have values between 1 and 0. Therefore, to achieve good

isolation between wavelength channels, it is beneficial to set K{L^ -VL^)^

n Note that

— .

power conservation is always tme for any values of K{L^ +^2) since from (4.34) we
have T^-^T^=\
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In the case where A^ ^ 2N7:, T, has values between 0 and 1.
We define l^^^ as the resonant wavelength that satisfies 7; = 1. Substituting
A^ = 2N7t into (4.27) leads to
A.. = " ' ^ ^ ' ; " ^ ' \

(4.35)

where A^' is an integer. The resonant wavelength X^^^ is a function of A^, which usually
satisfies A^' » 1 . The filter response is periodic in wavelength, with the period being the
difference between two adjacent resonant wavelengths. Taking the first derivative of
(4.35) and setting dN = 1, we obtain the wavelength period
AA =

'

^^

,

(4.36)

ne,{L,-L,y

or we can describe the period infrequency,knowing that
A/ = ^ A A ,

(4.37)

A

where c is the speed of light. Plugging (4.37) into (4.36) results in
¥p=

"

...

(4.38)

From (4.36) and (4.38) we observe that the path difference between the two arms
determines the FSR. The desired FSR can be obtained by careful choice of the path
difference. For example, a period A/^=400GHz (3.2 nm at /l = 1.55/mi) needs
L^-Lf, = 0.5inm.
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Note from (4.35) that the resonant wavelength A^^^ is a function of effective
index, thus it can be tuned slightly by changing the effective index, for example, using
the thermooptic effect.
Although the resonant wavelength and FSR, A/^,are derived from single-stage
RC filters, they can be readily extended to multi-state RC filters.

4.5. Z-Transform Representation
Because of the periodic nature of the term e^^^ in (4.28), we can replace it with
Z"^. We then found that the optical filter shovm in Figure 4.1 can be described by a
digital filter with Z-transforms, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. The path difference L^ -L^ is
replaced by the unit delay Z"'. The input and output relationship can be described by the
transfer function H{z). Relating optical filters to digital filters gives us the advantage of
using numerous well-developed digital filter design techniques and algorithms for
designing optical filters.
From Figure 4.8, we can easily write the transmission matrix for an A^-stage RC
filter from single-stage filters.

'Y,{z)
=
Y,{z)

where T^ =

UL,,,)-'-T^TXL,)T^TXL,)

Z-'

0

0

1

andr,(Z,) =

cos(^,)
-jsin{KLj)
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^1

(4.39)

X-.
-jsin(KLj)
cos(/cLj)

Input

X1

^

ej-

X2 — ^
^•^^^

V

z-i

[±_\

2

\e, f
/

N

Output

LfU^.a LiU

V

V ^
/

Y1

V ^ Y
Drop

Figure 4.8 A multi-stage RC filter schematic
As can be seen, an A^-stage RC filter can be modeled as a finite impulse response
(FIR) digital filter. Standard finite impulse response filter design and analyzing
techniques [43,44] can be applied for N-stage RC filters [42]. The transfer function of an
N-stage RC filter, H{z), can be obtained by dividing the output by the input in the Zdomain.
H{z) = ^ ^ .
X{z)

(4.40)

4.6. Filter Spectral Response
From (4.39) and (4.40) we can see that H(z) is an FIR A^-order Z-transform
function. The spectral response of the filter depends on the order and the coefficients of
H(z). In general, a higher order transfer function enables us to approximate the desired
filter's spectral response more precisely [43, 44]. This means that a higher fineness of
spectral response (narrower passband and lower sidelobe level) requires more stages.
Meanwhile, for a transfer function of specific order, the spectral response is altered by the
transfer function's coefficients, which are actually controlled by the individual coupler
lengths in (4.39). For an A^-stage RC filter, the total coupler length L,„, can be distributed
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in different ways over the (N -\-1) couplers. This coupler length distribution controls the
shape of the filter transmission characteristics [4,6,48], such as the filter passband width
and the sidelobe level. Since an optimal distribution is knovm, several simple cases of
weight distributions of the RC filter have been investigated [6,7]:
Uniform distribution: w, =1

(i = 1,2,..., A^' -i-1),

Binomial distribution: w. = B{N, / -1) =

N

(4.41 a)
.

(4.41 b)

(z-l)!(A''-z-i-l)!
The coupler lengths are given by
L, = ^ ^ .

(4.42)

Figure 4.9 shows the frequency response of an N^ =10 stage filter whose weight
distributions are uniform and binomial. The X-axis is frequency normalized by period
Af . The periodic property can be observed very clearly.
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Filter Spectrum (dB)
Binomial
Uniform

-0.5
0
0.5
Normalized Frequency

Figure 4.9 Spectral response of a 10-stage RC filter
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CHAPTER V
SIMULATION

We vsdll go into a detailed description of a simulation program that is based on the
mathematical models we established in the last chapter. We created a library consisting of
modular blocks of constituent components of a communication system. The stmcture and
the functions of each block will be introduced. Next, several simulation schematics,
which represent simulation and testing add-drop filters based on both Fiber Bragg
Gratings and resonant couplers, are given as examples of how to use the library. Finally,
we will discuss using eye-pattems to evaluate the device's performance

in

communication systems. To make the chapter complete, we also give a theoretical
introduction to the mathematical block description of analog signals and filters, as well as
complex representation of signals and filters, which is advantageous for saving
calculation time during simulation.

5.1. Representation of Complex Signals and Filters
Modeling of analog signals and processes is a very important issue in simulation.
To understand modeling, it is first necessary to be familiar with analytical representations
of signals and processes. By the term process we mean an operation performed on a
signal: an operation that transforms signals in some manner. Examples of processes are
the operations performed by filters, amplifiers, modulators, detectors, etc., in a
communication link.
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Signals can be categorized into baseband signals and passband signals. In optical
communication systems, signals are passband signals whose bandwidth is much smaller
than the carrier frequency. When real passband signals are processed directiy, we have to
deal with the sinusoidal carrier, which is very computationally intensive. However, when
passband signals are expressed as equivalent baseband signals with complex envelopes,
computational effort can be greatly reduced without the sinusoidal carrier. In
consequence, we prefer to deal with the complex envelope z(t) of a signal instead of the
real signal s(t), whenever possible. Derivation of the complex representation can be found
in the literature [49,50]. Since baseband representation of signals is used through out this
simulation program, a brief description is given below as a background.

5.1.1. The Representation of Complex Signals
A real passband signal is represented by
s{t) = x{t)cos{27fj)-y{t)sm{27fj)

(5.1)

where / , is the carrier frequency. x(t) and y(t) are two baseband signals, which can be
viewed as amplitude modulations applied on the carrier components, cos(2;^/) and
sin(2;^^/), respectively. This representation of passband signal is of major practical and
theoretical importance.
Passband signals have a complex envelope, defined as
z{t) = x(t)-^ jy(t).

(5.2)
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Although baseband signals x{t) and y(t) as well as the passband signal s{t) are
all real, z(t) is a complex function of time. Moreover, since x(t) and y(t) are both
baseband signals, z(t) is also a baseband signal with a baseband spectrum. The complexenvelope representation discards information on the carrier frequency.
Along with the complex envelope, there is yet another complex representation
knovm as the analytic signal,
s(t)' = z(t)e'"^^'

(5.3)

which preserves carrier information. The real passband signal is simply
5(/) = Re[5(0n

(5.4)

where the notation Re[.] means "real part of"
With Hilbert transforms, the analytic signal s(t)^ can be shovm to have a onesided spectrum in the sense that S(f)'^ = 0 for / < 0 , where S{f)^

is the Fourier

transform of s{t)^.

5.1.2. Representation of Complex Filters
Real filters act on real signals while complex filters act on complex signals (i.e.,
complex envelopes, or analytic signals). Complex filters can be represented by their
complex response h^it,/^),

or their Fourier transform Fj^^f,/^).

A complex filter is

defined relative to an arbitrary frequency /Q , which is usually (but not necessarily) the
carrier frequency.
Frequency response ofa complex filter is defined as
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H,(f-L)

= H{f)

(/>0),

HAf-f,)

=0

(/<0).

(5.5)

The impulse response of a real filter is related to the complex-envelope impulse
response by
H 0 = 2Re[A,(^/„)e^^*].

(5.6)

If a real signal 5, (t) with carrier frequency /^ is applied to a real filter with
impulse response h(t), the real output is the convolution between 5, (t) and h{t),
sSt) = sXt)®h{t).

(5.7)

Also with Fourier transform, it is given by

sAr)=s,(f)*mf).

(5.8)

A complex envelope filter //^ (/, f^) can be associated with real filter H(f).
The input and output complex envelopes are related in thefrequencydomain by
Zo(f) = ZXf)*H,(fJJ

(5.9)

where Z(.) denotes the frequency-domain representation of the complex envelope of the
real signal. This equation is the basis for filtering simulations of complex envelopes in
the frequency domain.
Taking the inverse Fourier transform, the input and output complex envelopes are
related in the time domain by
z„{t) = zXt)^h,(t,f,).

(5.10)

This equation is the basis for filtering simulations of complex envelopes in the
time-domain.
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The combination of (5.10), (5.3) and (5.4) reveals the relationship between the
passband output s„(t) and the equivalent baseband time functions z.(t) and h,{t). This
simple relationship allows us to ignore any linear frequency shift encountered in the
signal modulation or frequency division multiplexing.

5.1.3. Sampling Frequency
Analog signals of continuous time take on continuous amplitude values. To
simulation an analog signal it must be sampled. According to the Nyquist theorem, the
sampling frequency /^ should be twice greater than the tmaximum frequency of the
analog signal in order to recover the signal exactiy. Therefore, to simulate a passband
signal, the sampling frequency /^ must satisfy
/,>2(/.+/„„)

(5.11)

where / , is the carrier frequency and f^^

is the maximum signal bandwidth, usually

fc » /max • On the other hand, if we describe the passband signal by its complex
envelope, the sampling frequency f^ drops to
fs^2f^.

(5.12)

Comparing (5.11) and (5.12), we note that the complex-envelope representation
greatly reduces the sampling frequency, and thus the simulation computation intensity is
remarkably relieved.
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5.2. Modular Simulation Blocks
5.2.1. Simulation Language
The optical communication systems can be described very well by a modular
stmcture. Rather than writing the system as one unbroken piece of code, it makes more
sense to write each process and operation as a separate subroutine, or function, whose
parameters can be controlled individually, so that these modular pieces can be combined
to build different simulation systems.
For fast and modular simulation, Matlab is a suitable choice as the simulation
language. It is an interactive software that integrates computation, visualization, and
programming in an easy-to-use environment where problems and solutions are expressed
in mathematical notation. Furthermore, Simulink, a package in Matlab, is a flexible
interactive system for modeling, simulating and analyzing dynamic systems. It is a
graphical mouse-driven program that allows one to model a system by drawing a block
diagram on the screen and manipulating it dynamically. Simulink also provides various
basic mathematical libraries and system libraries as well as the capability to add and
customize libraries. Controlling parameters of library blocks can be edited and altered to
observe their effects on simulation.

5.2.2. Simulation Models
To simulate and observe the effects of optical add-drop filters based on FBG and
RC, we created our own library consisting of FBG and RC as well as other elementary
components of a simple optical communication system. All the blocks are built in such a
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way that parameters can be edited and changed directly through a user-friendly pop-up
dialog window. According to their complexity, simple blocks are customized with
Simulink built-in blocks while the complicated ones are built with s-function, a special
Matlab program written by users. Figure 5.1 shows the whole library we built in this way.
In the following subsections, we will describe the functions, parameters and stmctures of
these blocks individually. Corresponding Matiab codes are included as appendices.
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>

> Inl

0.7654
transmitted

Fiber bragg grating

>

4

Photon Detector

coupler

>

1000
phase shift
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Bit Pattern
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>
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>

0.5

>

Oausain pulse

>
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>

Threshold
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Attenuation

Bit pattern
Generator

>

Multiplexer

> Inl

Out1

eye pattern
generator

Figure 5.1 The Simulink library ofa WDM system
1. The Fiber Bragg Grating block
The Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) block is shovm in Figure 5.2.
El

i:

reflected >
>lnl
transmitted >
1!

El

Fiber bragg grating

Figure 5.2 The Fiber Bragg Grating block
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Function:
This block models a uniform Fiber Bragg Grating based on the
mathematical description of FBG in equations (3.64) and (3.65). It
contains one input port and two output ports. It generates two output
signals as the reflected and transmitted signals when incoming signals go
through the FBG.
Parameters:
Figure 5.3 shows the parameter dialog wdndow when the FBG block is
referenced.
Block Parameieri: Fiber bi.sqq qr.shnq
•fiber_braggLgrating (mask)Thts bbck models a fiber brags gratir^
-Parameters
effective index

length of wavguide

coupling constant

sarnpling number in a waveguide

Figure 5.3 Parameters window of the FBG block
Effective index: the effective index of FBG
Length of waveguide: the length of FBG. (Unit: cm)
Coupling constant: the coupling constant K of FBG
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Sampling number in a waveguide: the sampling number in FBG. Usually
for a 1-cm long grating, the number is 100.
Bragg wavelength ofgrating: also knovm as stop-band wavelength of
grating. (Unit: cm)
Laser wavelength: the wavelength of incoming signal (Unit: cm)
Block description:
The Fiber Bragg Grating block is created as a Simulink subsystem. It is a
mask of a hierarchical stmcture shovm in Figure 5.4. In Simulink, select
the block and go to Menu ''Edit/ Look Under Mask'', then it will be
shovm.

Mux
reflected
Mux

Inl

sfun_fbg

)emux

Fiber bragg grating

Demux

U

Mux

•*CiD
transmitted

Mux1

Figure 5.4 The subsystem of the FBG block
In Figure 5.4, the sfunfbg block is an S-Function. It provides access to Sfiinctions from the block diagram. According to the numerical algorithm
of ordinary differential equations of FBG in Chapter III ,(3.78) and (3.79),
we wrote an S-function named "sfun_fbg" to calculate the result of a
uniform Fiber Bragg Grating. This S-function is included as Appendix B.
2. The Coupler block
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The coupler block is shown in Figure 5.5. The number shown in the middle of the
block is the value of the coupler's phase in radian.

0.7854

coupler

Figure 5.5 Coupler Block
Function:
This block models a coupler with arbitrary phase based on the
transmission matrix expressed as Equation 4.24. This block contains two
input ports and two output ports. It generates two output signals when two
incoming signals with arbitrary phases pass through the coupler.
Parameters:
Figure 5.6 shows the parameter dialog window when the couple block is
referenced.
Block Parameters: coupler
coupler (mask)This block models a coupler with arbitary phase,
(for 3dB coupler, phase=pt/4)
Parameters
phase (kapa^L) (unitrad)

Apply

Revert

Help

Close

Figure 5.6 Parameters and dialog box of coupler block
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Phase: the phase of coupler is equal to KL described in Equation (4.24).
(Unit: rads)

Block description:
The coupler block is also a Simulink mask. The subsystem it masks is
shown in Figure 5.7

f(u)
Mux

^
w

real_S

Demuxl

Mux2

1(u)

imag_S

Figure 5.7 The subsystem diagram of coupler block
In Figure 5.7, there are four function blocks (f(u)), named as "real_R",
"imagR", "real_S" and "imagS", respectively. The function block is a
Simulink user-defined function. The four blocks are defined and shown in
Figures 5.8-5.11.
Block Parameters; real R
FcnGeneral expression block. Use "u" as the input variable name.
Example: sin(u(1 ] * exp(2.3" -u[2]))
Parameters-Expression:
ufl rcosfw1+uf41"si

AppljJ

Help

Revert

Figure 5.8 The realR block
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Close

bluck Parameters: imaq Fl
-Fen

—

General expression block. Use " u " as the input variable name.
Example: sin(u[1]«exp{2.3" -u(2]])
r Parameters—
Expressfon:

Revert

Applj,)

Close

Help

Figure 5.9 The imagR block
Block Parameters: real S
" Fen-—'—

—•

—-.^—

General expression block. Use " u " as the input variabte name.
Example: sin(u[1]" exp{2.3" -ul21))

Figure 5.10 The real_S block

Block Parameters: imaa S
- F e n —

— — . — - - . •

•—~

— - — - ^

General expression block. Use " u " as the input variable name.
Example: sin(u[1 ] * exp(2.3" -u[21)J
Parameters—
Expression:

i.ppiy

Revert

Help

Cbse

Figure 5.11. The parameter ImagS block

3. Photon Detector block
The Photon Detector block is shovm in Figure 5.12
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Photon Detector

Figure 5.12 Photon detector block
Function:
This block models a square-law photon detector. It has one input port and
one output port. It calculates the light intensity in terms of the input
signal's complex amplitude.
Parameters:
There is no parameter for this block.
Description:
This block is customized with a fimction block as is shown in Figure 5.13.
Block Parameters: Photori Detector
FenGeneral expression block. Use " u " as the input variable name.
Example: sin(u[1 ] " exp{2.3" -u{2])}
Parameters "
Expression:

Apply

Revert

Close

Figure 5.13 The photon detector function block
4. The Bit Pattem Generator block
The bit pattem generator block is shovm in Figure 5.14
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Bit Pattern

>

Bit pattern
Generator

Figure 5.14 The bit pattem generator block
Function:
This block simulates an optical transmitter. It produces an output signal
with random a bit pattem.
Parameters:
Figure 5.15 shows the dialog window of Bit Pattem Generator block when
it is referenced.
Parameters: Bit pattern Generator
Bit pattern

iBit Pattern Generator (mask)-

Paratmetersat rate (Gbps)

amplitude

Apply

Revert

Help

Close

W//'/-}'AZ-'':W/}yC"AWi7:-..

Figure 5.15 Parameters and dialog box of bit pattem generator block
Bit rate: the desired output signal bit rate (imit: Gb/s)
Amplitude', the output signal amplitude
Block description:
The Bit Pattem is a Simulink subsystem, as shown in Figure 5.16.
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Constant
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Figure 5.16 The subsystem diagram of bit pattem generator block
The parameters setting of the Random number block in Figure 5 are
shovm in Figure 5.17.
Block Parameters: Random Number
r Random Number•
Output a normally (Gaussian) distributed random signal. Output is
repealable for a given seed.
ParametersMean:

r

Varianc
Initialiser
)0
Sample time:
1/bit rate
i,pply

Help

Revert

Close

Figure 5.17 The parameters and dialog box of random number block
5. The Frequency Shift block
The frequency shift block is shovm in Figure 5.18
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frequency shift

Figure 5.18 Thefrequencyshift block
Function:
This block shifts the carrier frequency of the input signal by a value
specified by the user. It has one input port and one output port. The
number shown in the middle of the block is the shifted value.This block
can be used as a carrier source.
Parameters:
Figure 5.19 shows the dialog window of Frequency Shift block when it is
referenced.
Block Parameters: frequency sF
frequency shift (mask)This block models a signal shifted a specific frequency.
Parametersshifted frequency (untt:GH2)

Q
i.ppiy

Revert

Help

Oose

^iM^i^iMiik

Figure 5.19 Parameters and dialog box of thefrequencyshift block
Shiftedfrequency, the desired value offrequencyto be used (unit: GHz)
Block description:
The Frequency Shift block is a Simulink mask. It is a mask of the
following subsystem:
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r'^DH
Outi

Clock
Imag part

Figure 5.20 The subsystem diagram of thefrequencyshift block
There are two function blocks named "Real part" and "Imag part." The are
defined as followed:
Block Parameters: Real part
-Fen—

— » - _

General expression btoek. Use "u" as the input variable name.
Example: sin(u[1 ] " exp(23" -u{21))
r Parameters-™
Expression:

IB
Apply

Revert

Help

Oose

Figure 5.21 The parameters and dialog box of the "real part" block
Block Parameters: lm.aq part
FcnGeneral expression block. Use "u" as the input variable name.
Example: sin(u[11" exp(2.3 * -u{2]))
Parameters—Expression:

Apply

Revert

Help

Oose

Figure 5.22 The parameters and dialog box of the "imag part" block
6. The Phase Shift block
The Phase Shift block is shovm in Figure 5.23.
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phase shift

Figure 5.23 Phase shift block
Function:
This block shifts the phase of the incoming signal by a value specified by
the user. It contains one input port and one output port.
Parameters:
Figure 5.24 shows the dialog window of Phase Shift block when it is
referenced.
ick Parameters: phase sF
r phase shift (mask)Parameters^
phase (unit:rad)

D
Revert

Apply

Close

Figure 5.24 The parameters and dialog box of the phase shift block
Phase: The value of phase to be shifted. (Unit: rads)
Block description:
The phase shift block is a Simulink mask of the following subsystem

sfun_phase

Out1

In1
phase shift

Figure 5.25 The subsystem diagram of the phase shift block
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The "sfim_phase" block is an S-Function. The code of this fimction is
included as Appendix C.
7. The Gaussian Pulse block
The Gaussian Pulse block is shown in Figure 5.26.

Gaussian pulse

Figure 5.26 Gaussian pulse block
Function:
The block generates a Gaussian pulse with width and posisition specified
by the user.
Parameters:
Figure 5.27 shows the dialog window of the Gaussian Pulse block when it
is referenced.
Block Parameters: Uausain pulse
Gaussian pulse (mask)This block models a gaussian pulse
Parametersf ul width of half magnitude (ps)

central point (ns)

Apply

Revef

Help

Close

Figure 5.27 The parameters and dialog box of the Gaussian pulse block.
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Full width of half magnitude (FWHM): the fiill width of the Gaussian
pulse measured at the half magnitude. (Unit: picosecond)
Amplitude: the amplitude of Gaussian pulse.
Central point: the position of the peak of the Gaussian pulse on the time
axis. (Unit: nanosecond)
Block description:
This block is a Simulink mask of the following subsystem.

Clock
gaussian pulse

Muxl
Constant

Figure 5.28 The subsystem diagram of the Gaussian pulse block
The function block In Figure 5.28 is defined as followed:
B lock Par.ameters: q.3ussian pulse

FcnGeneral expressbn block. Use "u" as the itput variable name.
Example: sin(u{1 j " exp(Z3" -ulZ]))
Parameters—
Expression:

Figure 5.29 The parameters and dialog box of the function block
8. The Multiplexer
The Multiplexer block is shovm in Figure 5.30
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Multiplexer

Figure 5.30 Multiplexer block
Function:
This block models a signal multiplexer which combines two complex
signals into one.
Parameters:
There are no parameters for this block.
Block description:
This block is a Simulink mask of the subsystem shown below.

Demuxl

Sum2

Figure 5.31 The subsystem diagram of the multiplexer block
9. The Constant Input Block
The Constant Input block is shovm in Figure 5.32.

constant input

Figure 5.32 The constant input block
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Function:
This block simulates a constant signal generator. The number shovm in the
middle of the box is the constant value.
Parameters:
Figure 5.33 shows the dialog window of the Constant Input block when it
is referenced.
BlocI; P.3r.ameters; c o n s t -

[.

zer o_ir>put {mask] Parameters
constant

Apply

Reveft

J

He^

Oose

Figure 5.33 The parameters and dialog box of the constant input block
Constant: The amplitude of the signal to be generated.
Block description:
This block is a Simulink mask of the following subsystem.

const
Constant
Mux
0
Constanti

-<n
out

w
Mux1

Figure 5.34 The subsystem diagram of the constant input block
10. The Threshold Detector
The Threshold Detector block is shovm in Figure 5.36.
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0.6
1

Threshold
Detector

Figure 5.36 Threshold detector block
Function:
This block simulates a threshold detector in a communication system. It
has one input port and one output port. The output is 1 if the input value is
equal to or greater than the threshold value. Otherwise, it is 0. The number
shovm in the middle of the box is the threshold value.
Parameters:
Figure 5.37 shows the dialog window of the Threshold Detector block.
Block Parameters: Threshold Detector
Threshold Detector (mask)The block outputs 1 if input value is equal to or greater than threshold.
Otherwise, outputs 0.
Parameters™
Threshold

Appli>

Revert

Help

Close

Figure 5.37 The parameters and dialog box of the threshold detector box
Threshold: the threshold value.
Block description:
The threshold detector is a Simulink mask of the following subsystem.
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Constant

Constanti
Switch

Figure 5.38 The subsystem diagram of the threshold detector block
11. The Attenuation Block
The attenuation block is shown in Figure 5.39.

>

10

Attenuation

Figure 5.39 Attenuation block
Function:
The Attenuation block simulates the channel loss in a communication
system. It attenuates the amplitudes of an incoming signal by a userspecified value in dB.
Parameters:
Figure 5.40 shows the dialog window of the Attenuation block when it is
referenced.
r Attemiatei (mask)
I Ttie block simui^rte* the ct«nel ton h cffi.
- Pafameteis
Mtenuatbn(cffl)

Help

^^^i^y'i'

Oose

Figure 5.40 The parameters and dialog box of the attenuation block
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Attenuation: The power loss when signals pass through the channel. (Unit:
dB)
Block description:
This block is a Simulink mask of the following subsystem.

Inl
Oain

Figure 5.41 The subsystem diagram of the attenuation block
The Gain block is defined as shovm in Figure 5.42.
Block Parameters: Liain
GainScalar or vector gain, y = k.^u
Parameters
Gain:

Apply

Close

Revert

Figure 5.42 The parameters and dialog box of gain block
12. The Eye Pattem Generator block
The Eye Pattem Generator block is shovm in Figure 5.43.

eye pattern
generator

Figure 5.43 The eye pattem generator block
Function:
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The block simulates an oscilloscope that generates the eye diagram in a
communication system. It dynamically combines ten consecutive periods
of incoming signal into one period time slot acting as an oscilloscope.

Parameters:
Block Parameters: eye patterfi qefierator
eye pattern generator (mask)Parameters
—
Signal frequency (GHz)

I

Apply

Revert

Help

Close

MIMiMl&iiiiii^^

Figure 5.44 The parameters and dialog box of eye pattem generator block
Signal frequency: the frequency of incoming signal. (Unit: GHz)
Block description:
The Eye Pattem Generator Block is used together with the Scope block, a
Simulink built-in block. This block is a Simulink mask of the following
subsystem.
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Figure 5.45 The subsystem diagram of the eye pattem generator block
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5.3. Simulation Examples
After creating the Simulink library of basic components in a communications
system, we will talk about how to use this library to simulate the performance of the
optical filters in a communications system. Two types of optical filters, FBG's and RC
filters, are considered here. With Simulink's interactive interface, outgoing signals
passing through the filters can be observed in a real-time manner together with the
incoming signals, so that differences before and after filtering can be seen easily.
Meanwhile, incoming and outgoing signals are stored in matrices during simulation.
After simulation, further data analysis such as spectral analysis (Fourier Transform) can
be applied to the stored data. In this way, evaluation of the filters performance can be in
real time in the time domain as well as later analysis in thefrequencydomain.

5.3.1

FBG Simulation Schematics
A simple simulation scheme to test Fiber Bragg Gratings is shovm in Figure 5.46.

Parameters for this simulation are set as followed: Bragg wavelength of grating and laser
source wavelength are both 1550«m, the length of the grating is 1cm and the effective
index is 1.5. The coupling constant is set to be 1.5x10""*.
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Figure 5.46 Block diagram for Fiber Bragg Grating testing
The source of incoming signals is the Gaussian Pulse block that generates
Gaussian pulses with 1 picosecond (ps) full width at half magnitude. Such pulses are fed
into the Fiber Bragg Grating block, which produces the reflected and transmitted signals.
Then three Intensity blocks calculate the signal intensities of the incoming signal and the
two output signals from the FBG block. Finally, the intensities of the three signals are
displayed together in the Scope block during the entire simulation period. Meanwhile, all
the simulation data are stored in the To Workspace block ("simout") for later analysis.
The Mia block is used as a trick here to combine three signals into one vector so that they
can be displayed together simutaneously, without altering the signals themselves.
In our scheme we use 1-ps ultra-short Gaussian pulse as a test signal for two
reasons. One reason is that a pulse with a short duration contains abundant frequency
components such that when the pulses pass through the filter, the fiher's frequency
response over a wide frequency range can be observed. Another reason is that the Fourier
transform ofa Gaussian pulse is still Gaussian. Dealing with a Gaussian, we are sure that
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there are no singular points in the filter's frequency response using the relation between
incoming and outgoing signals:
H{f) = ^
where X{f)

,

and Y{f)

(5.13)
are the Fourier transforms of incoming and outgoing signals,

respectively.
Figure 5.47-Figure 5.49 show the incoming Gaussian pulse, the transmitted and
reflected signals, respectively. The X-axis represents the simulation time in nanoseconds;
the Y-axis represents the intensity of the signals. Note that the scales of the Y-axis in
Figure 5.47-Figure 5.49 are different. They are set to display signals clearly.
After the simulation is finished, we apply the Fourier transform to the data
collected from the To Workspace block with the^^ command in Matlab. Using equation
(5.13), the filter's frequency response is obtained and shovm in Figure 5.50.
A careful look at Figure 5.47 to Figure 5.49 reveals that there is a 0.05ns delay on
the transmitted signal compared to the incoming signal, which equals exactly the time
that takes light to travel through a 1cm grating with a 1.5 effective index. Also, the
transmitted signal widens due to the dispersion of the Fiber Bragg Grating. In Figure 5.49
we note that reflection occurs at once when the incident light hits the grating and lasts for
about 0.15«5 (three periods of the grating). The dispersion characteristic of the grating
can be seen manifestly.
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J Liaussian Pulse

Figure 5.47 Scope window of the gaussian pulse
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Figure 5.48 Scope window of the transmitted signal
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Figure 5.49 Scope window of the reflected signal
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Figure 5.50 The FBG filter spectrum
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1554 1555

5.3.2

GMZI-BPF Simulation Schematics
Now that we have seen the performance of the FBG filter in a simple scheme, we

will simulate a more complex filter composed of Fiber Bragg Gratings and couplers,
which act as add-drop filters in a communications system. Johnson et al. [52] proposed a
dual-grating Mach-Zehnder interferometer band-pass filter (GMZI-BPF) shovm in Figure
5.51. In this scheme, two identical Fiber Bragg Cjratings whose Bragg wavelength is
tuned to /Ij, are located at two Mach-Zehnder arms. The incident light with wavelength
/Ij is reflected by these two gratings, respectively, combined by the first 3dB coupler and
goes out at the drop port, as can be seen in Figure 5.51. The incident light whose
wavelengths are outside the grating's stopband (such as Ajand 2^ in the figure) passes
through the gratings without being affected. The light coming from the two gratings is
recombined by the second 3dB coupler and leaves at the output port with 0% loss. Thus,
a specific wavelength is separated from other incoming wavelengths and the filter
actually acts as an add-drop filter.

^ X^ \

Fiber Bragg gr^itingis

^^^^^
50:50

0"^P"^

X^

\

50:50

idB collier

3dB coupler^

Drop
\

Figure 5.51 The Dual-Grating Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
Band-Pass Filter (GMZI-BPF)
Figure 5.52 is the simulation system used to simulate the GMZI-BPF filter
discussed above. The Bragg wavelength of gratings is set to bel550«m. We choose two
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Gaussian pulses of different wavelengths (1550«m and \552nm) as testing signals. They
are fed into the filter one after another so that we can readily distinguish them in the time
domain. The Scope window displays the output signals at both drop port and output port.
The data are also collected by the To Workspace block. Spectral analysis is applied to the
data after the simulation. Figure 5.53 (a)-(c) shows the signals at the three ports in the
time domain and (d)-(f) in thefrequencydomain. From Figure 5.53 (c) and (f) we can see
that the Gaussian pulse at 1550«m is completely guided to the drop port, while the pulse
at 1552nm goes to the output port - two incoming pulses are separated successfully.
GMZI-BPF works very well as an add-drop filter with high side band suppression.
Actually, the spectrum of GMZI-BPF depends on its gratings.
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Figure 5.53 Signals from a GMZI-BPF filter as add-drop filter
in time and frequency domain
5.3.3

RC filter Simulation Schematics
Except for GMZI-BPF, another kind of optical filter, the RC filter, can also be

used as an add-drop filter. The simulation schematic for an RC filter is shovm in Figure
5.54. It is similar to that for the GMZI-BPF in Figure 5.52. The difference is that this is a
multi-stage RC filter. The spectrum of a muhi-stage RC filter varies in terms of the
number of stages as well as the distribution of phases. The RC filter in Figure 5.54 is a
10-stage RC filter, whose block diagram is shovm in Figure 5.55. The total phase
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distributed over all stages is ;r/2 . The numbers in the middle of the Delay boxes of each
stage are the phases following the distribution of {1,10,45,120,210,252,210,120,45,10,1}.
The filter spectrum, as shovm in Figure 5.56, is centered at 1540«m with a period of
6.1 nm. In Figure 5.54, two incoming signals, whose wavelengths are 1540«m and
1543.3«m respectively, are fed into the filter at the input port. Another signal whose
wavelength is 1546.7«m enters the add port. Figure 5.57 depicts the incoming and
outgoing signals both in the time domain and in the frequency domain. It can be observed
that the filter accomplishes the add-drop function as expected: the 1543.i«m signal goes
straight to the output port, and the 1540«m signal is separated from the two combined
input signals and arrives at the drop port, realizing the filter's "drop" function.
Meanwhile, the \546.1nm signal from the add port appears at the output, realizing the
filter's "add" function. We can observe from Figure 5.57 (a)-(d) that signals at the input,
add, drop, and output ports clearly correspond with the results expected from the
theoretical function of the filter.
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Figure 5.55 Block diagram ofa 10-stage RC filter
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Figure 5.56 The 10-stage RC filter spectrum
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Figure 5.57 Signals of RC filter in time domain andfrequencydomain
5.3.4. The Eye Pattem Simulation Schematics
The eye-pattem is usually used to measure the data-handling ability of a digital
transmission system. Waveforms are shovm as they pass through an oscilloscope. If there
is distortion in the waveform, it can be seen directiy. Incoming signals from a
pseudorandom data pattem generator are applied to the vertical input of an oscilloscope
while the horizontal sweep of the oscilloscope is triggered wdth the incoming data rate.
The displayed shape of signals resembles a human eye. Figure 5.58 shows a basic
configuration for eye-pattem measurement [1].
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Pseudorandom
bit pattem generator

Trigger

Oscilloscope
Trigger
Data out

Data out

ii

Communication system
or component
under test

Figure 5.58 Basic equipment used for eye pattem generation

A lot of system performance information can be derived from the eye-pattem:
1. Amplitude distortion. This is the distance between the top of the eye opening
and the maximum signal level. The larger the distance, the more likely it is to
make an error.
2. Sampling interval. The width of the eye opening gives the sampling interval
over which the signal can be sampled without error. The best time to sample is
when the eye opens largest.
3. Time jitter. This is caused by the noise in the receiver and pulse distortion in
the system.
4. Noise immunity. The height of the eye opening at the sampling time shows the
noise margin of the system. The higher the eye opening, the higher ability to
resist noise and less jitter.
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5. Signal rise and fall time. This can be evaluated by observing the sharpness of
the eye edges when long strings of zeros or ones are used as inputs.
6. Nonlinearity of the system. Asymmetric eye-pattems arise from the
nonlinearity of the system.
Eye-pattem measuring can also be done with our library described above. The
schematic is shovm in Figure 5.59. The Gaussian distributed random signal serves as the
incoming signal source. By combining incoming signals of various time delay periods,
we can have the eye-pattem shovm in the Scope. It is the same as an eye pattem shovm
on an oscilloscope. In this way, the Eye Pattem Generator block models an oscilloscope.
To simulate a practical situation, noise of different levels can be added to the outgoing
signal. The situations with or without noise are controlled manually through the Manual
Switch block. Figure 5.60 shows the input bit stream and outgoing signal at lOGb/s. The
eye-pattem without noise is shovm in Figure 5.61, while the eye-pattem with noise is
presented in Figure 5.62. The units for the X-axis of Figure 5.60-Figure 5.62 are
nanoseconds (ns). From Figure 5.61 to Figure 5.62, we note that noise deteriorates the
signal and therefore more power penalty is needed to maintain the desired error
probability (or bit error rate).
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

We have described two kinds of optical filters, FBG's and RC filters, and their
applications in WDM systems. We have derived generic 3D-mathematical models for
these filters. We have tested our model with special cases of realistic application interests
using a set of specific parameters and it yields exactly the same results as those which
have been published and are well knovm.

Our implementation of the models for these

optical filters in Matlab gives us a convenient tool to simulate a WDM communication
system with different structures consisting of these optical components. Systems subject
to various noise models and noise levels can also be easily simulated. System
performance is presented as an eye-pattem observation in a real-time manner. We have
also shovm several examples of such systems and successfully demonstrated the
flexibility, interactivity, and easy manipulation of our simulation tool.
Error probability provides another measure for device performance evaluation.
Since the presence of optical filters gives rise to intersymbol interference (ISI) in
communication chaimels [49-50], which usually increases the probability of error
detection in receivers [49, 51], a lot of effort has been to explore techniques to evaluate
the effect of ISI and compute the error probability [53-68]. However, computation of
error probability is complicated and time-consuming, since it involves characterizing a
variety of filters and noises. So far, there are different models with different filters and
noise sources. Since our mathematical models characterize the optical filters with noise
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(usually Gaussian noise, which is most prevalent in nature) taken into consideration,
which is necessary for the numerical computation of error probability, it is our belief that
error probability in the receiver can be calculated precisely for performance evaluation.
This is a subject for further research.
Moreover, to obtain optical filters with desired characteristics, it will be beneficial
to consider designing the filters directly from required performance instead of the timeconsuming trial-and-error experimental modification of filter parameters of the models.
This is an inverse design problem and is subject to further research. In [69] an efficient
inverse scattering method is developed to solve the inverse problem for the design of
nonuniform Fiber Bragg Gratings. It has been demonstrated in [69] that the spectral
response of filters designed with this method match the desired spectral responses with a
very high degree of accuracy. In [42] an algorithm is presented for the inverse design of
RC filters. RC filter parameters, i.e., the phases of couplers and lengths of arms, can be
derived by the algorithm with the knowledge of desired digital filter coefficients.
However, design of target digital filters with high sidelobe suppression could be
cumbersome. Fortunately, the friendly interactive Matlab function ''sptool" [70] appears
to be a good tool for digital filter design.
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APPENDIX A
A MATLAB PROGRAM FOR THE NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS TO
EQUATIONS (3.78) AND (3.79)
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function [F_back,F_forward]=sFBG(length,neff,lamda,N,kapa,InSignal);
%% A fiber Bragg grating simulation s-fiinction
%% The coupled-mode equations are solved by an implicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
%% Parameters:
%% length -— length of waveguide(cm)
%% N — sampling number of the waveguide
%% kapa -— coupling constant
%% InSingal -— input signal
%% Fback -— reflected signal at the front of the waveguide
%% Fforward -— transmitted signal at the end of the waveguide
%% Input coefficients
a21 =5/24;

% for equation 3.80

a22=l/3;
a23=-l/24;
a31=l/6;
a32=2/3;
a33=l/6:
b21=3/8;

% for equation 3.81

b22=0;
b23=9/8;
b31=4/3;
b32=-8/3;
b33=10/3;
k0=2*pi/lamda*neff;

% propagation constant

L=kO* length;

% Nominal length

%%%%%%% Runge-Kutta method

h=L/N;
count=max(size(InSignal));

% step size
% total times of calculation

%% Input boundary condition
InSignal(l)=0;
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temp_f( 1 :N+1 )=zeros( 1,1 :N+1);
temp_b( 1 :N+1 )=zeros( 1,1 :N+1);
Y_f_estimate( 1,1 :N-1 )=zeros( 1 ,N-1);
Y_f_estimate(2,1 :N-1 )=zeros( 1 ,N-1);
Y_b_estimate( 1,1 :N-1 )=zeros( 1 ,N-1);
Y_b_estimate(2,1 :N-1 )=zeros( 1 ,N-1);
%%%%%%%%%%%% Begin to calculate the result
forn=l:count,

%%%%%

Input the values

%% forward signal
Y_f(l,l)=InSignal(n);
Y_f(l,2:N+l)=temp_f(2:N+l);
Y_f(2,l)=Y_f(l,l)+0.5*h*(i)*kapa*temp_b(l);

% obtain by Euler's method

Y_f(2,2:N)=Y_f_estimate( 1,1 :N-1);

% obtain by extrapolation

%% backward signal
Y_b(l,l:N)=temp_b(l:N);
Y_b(l,N+l)=0;
Y_b(2,1 :N- l)=Y_b_estimate(l, 1 :N-1);

% obtain by extrapolation

Y_b(2,N)=Y_b( 1 ,N+1 )+0.5 *h*(i)*kapa*temp_f(N+l);

% obtain by Euler's method

%% forward signal
Y_f(3,l)=InSignal(n+l);

% boundary condition

Y_f(3,2)=Y_f( 1,1 )+h*(i)*kapa*temp_b( 1);

% obtain by Euler's method

Y_f(3,3 :N+1 )=Y_f_estimate(2,1 :N-1);

% obtain by extrapolation

%% backward signal
% obtain by extrapolation

Y_b(3,1 :N-1 )=Y_b_estimate(2,1 :N-1);
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Y_b(3,N)=Y_b(l,N+l)+h*(i)*kapa*temp_f(N+l);

% obtain by Euler's method

Y_b(3,N+l)=0;

% boundary condition

%%%%%

Calculate by equations 3.80

NI=3;

% iteration times

forii=l:NI,

Gl_f=g(Y_b(l,l:N+l));

% temporary stack

G2_f=g(Y_b(2,l:N));

% temporary stack

G3_f=g(Y_b(3,l:N+l));

% temporary stack

Gl_b=g(Y_f(l,l:N+l));

% temporary stack

G2_b=g(Y_f(2,l:N));

% temporary stack

G3_b=g(Y_f(3,l:N+l));

% temporary stack

%% integration equation 3.80
Y_f(2,1 :N)=Y_f(l, 1 :N)+h*(a21 *G l_f( 1,1 :N)+a22*G2_f( 1,1 :N)+a23 *G3_f( 1,2:N+1));
Y_f(3,2:N+l)=Y_f(l,l:N)+h*(a31*Gl_f(l,l:N)+a32*G2_f(l,l:N)+a33*G3_f(l,2:N+l));

Y_b(2,l:N)=Y_b(l,2:N+l)+h*(a21*Gl_b(l,2:N+l)+a22*G2_b(l,l:N)+a23*G3_b(l,l:N));
Y_b(3,l:N)=Y_b(l,2:N+l)+h*(a31*Gl_b(l,2:N+l)+a32*G2_b(l,l:N)+a33*G3_b(l,l:N));

end

%%%%% Extrapolate the values by equation 3.81
Y_f_estimate(l,l:N-l)=Y_f(l,l:N-l)+h*g(b21*Y_b(l,l:N-l)+b22*Y_b(2,l:N-l)+b23*Y_b(3,2:N));
Y_f_estimate(2,l:N-l)=Y_f(l,l:N-l)+h*g(b31*Y_b(l,l:N-l)+b32*Y_b(2,l:N-l)+b33*Y_b(3,2:N));

Y_b_estimate(l,l:N-l)=Y_b(l,3:N+l)+h*g(b21*Y_f(l,3:N+l)+b22*Y_f(2,2:N)+b23*Y_f(3,2:N));
Y_b_estimate(2,l:N-l)=Y_b(l,3:N+l)+h*g(b31*Y_f(l,3:N+l)+b32*Y_f(2,2:N)+b33*Y_f(3,2:N));

%%%%%

Output the values

temp_f(2 :N+1 )=Y_f(3,2 :N+1);

% temporary stack
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temp_b(l:N)=Y_b(3,l:N);

% temporary stack

F_forward(n)=Y_f(3 ,N+1);

% signal at the end of waveguide

F_back(n)=Y_b(3,1);

% signal at thefrontof waveguide

end

The function g in the above is to describe the function f{x„,y„)
a uniform grating, it is written as follows.
ftmction y=g(xl,delta,x2,kapa)
%% kapa -— coupling constant
%% delta -— detuning parameter
y=i* (delta*x 1 +kapa*x2);
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in (3.80) and (3.81). For

APPENDIX B
A MATLAB S-FUNCTION FOR THE NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
OF UNIFORM FIBER BRAGG GRATING
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function [sys,xO,str,ts] =
f ' ' ^ ™ ^lur'""' ''^^' ^^^^^''' ^^''' lamda_wg, lamda cr, N, kapa)
%
SFUN_FBG simulates fiber bragg gratings. ~
%
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switch flag,
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Initialization %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

case 0,
[sys,xO,str,ts] =
mdllnitializeSizes (length, neff,lamda_wg,lamda_cr,N, kapa);
%%%%%%%%%%

% Output %
%%%%%%%%%%

case 3,
sys =
mdlOutputs (t, X, u, length, nef f, lainda_wg, lamda_cr, N, kapa) ;
% S-9-S-S-9-9-9-9-9.9.9.Q.
•5'5'5'5'5"5'D'S'6'5'6?

% Terminate %
% 9-9-S-2-9-9-9-9-9.9.Q.Q.

case {1,2,4,9},
sys = []; % do Nothing
%

S:&S-9-S-S-9-S-S-S-9-2-2.e-9.S-9.9.9.

% Unexpected flags

a
"0

2-9-9-&-9-9'9-9-9-2'Q-9-9.9.S.9-0 o o o
OOOOOOOOOOOOO'O'O'O'O'O'O'O

otherwise
error(['unhandled flag = ',num2str(flag)]) ;
end
%end dsfunc

% mdllnitializeSizes
% Return the sizes, initial conditions, and sample times for
the S-function.

%

function [sys,xO,str,ts] =
mdllnitializeSizes (length, nef f, lamda_wg, lamda_cr,N, kapa)
sizes = simsizes;
sizes.NumContStates

= 0;
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sizes.NumDiscStates
sizes.NumOutputs
sizes.Numlnputs
sizes.DirFeedthrough
sizes.NumSampleTimes

=
=
=
=
=

0
4
2
1
1

sys = simsizes(sizes);
xO = ones(sizes.NumDiscStates, 1) ;
str = [];
sample_time=length/30*neff/N;
ts = [sample_time 0] ;
set_param(gcb, 'UserData', [zeros(6,N+1) ] ) ;
Initialization values
temp_f=[];
temp_b=[];
Y_f_estimate=[];
Y_b_estimate=[];
tempvalue=[] ;
% end mdllnitializeSizes
%

% mdlOutputs
% Return the output vector for the S-function
%

function sys=
mdlOutputs (t, X, u, length, nef f, lamda_wg, lamda_cr,N, kapa) ;
%%%%%% Coefficients
a21=5/24;
a22=l/3;
a23=-l/24;
a31=l/6,
a32=2/3
a33=l/6
b21=3/8;
b22=0;
b23=9/8;
b31=4/3;
b32=-8/3;
b33=10/3;
k0=2*pi/lamda_wg*neff;
L=kO*length;
h=L/N;

% propagation constant
% Norminal length
%

step size
% detuning parameter

delta=lamda wg/lamda_cr-l;
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%%%%%%%

input the values

tempvalue=get_param(gcb,'UserData');
temp_f-tempvalue(1,:);
temp_b=tempvalue(2, : ) ;
Y_f_estimate(l:2,:)=tempvalue(3: 4, : ) ;
Y_b_estimate(l:2, :)=tempvalue(5 : 6, :) ;
%forward signal
Y_f(l,l:N+l)=temp_f(1:N+1);
Y_f(2,l)=Y_f(l,l)+0.5*h*(i)*(delta*temp_f(l)+kapa*temp_b(l));
% obtain by Euler's method
Y_f(2,2:N)=Y_f_estimate(l,l:N-l);
% obtain by extrapolation
%backward signal
Y_b(l,l:N)=temp_b(l:N);
Y_b(l,N+l)=0;
Y_b(2, l:N-l)=Y_b_estimate(l,1:N-1); % obtain by extrapolation
Y_b(2,N)=Y_b(l,N+l)+0.5*h*(i)*kapa*temp_f(N+1) ; % obtain by
Euler's method

%forward signal
Y_f(3,l)=u(l)+i*u(2);
% boundary condition, u(l):real
part; u(2):imag part.
Y_f(3,2)=Y_f(l,l)+h*(i)*(delta*temp_f(l)+kapa*temp_b(l) ) ; %%
obtain by Euler's method
Y_f(3,3:N+l)=Y_f_estimate(2,1:N-1);
% obtain by extrapolation
%backward signal
Y_b(3, l:N-l)=Y_b_estimate(2,1:N-1); % obtain by extrapolation
Y_b(3,N)=Y_b(l,N+l)+h* (i)*kapa*temp_f(N+1) ;
% obtain by
Euler's method
Y b(3,N+l)=0;
%%% calculation
NI=3;
for ii=l:NI,

%iteration times

Gl_f=g(Y_f(1,1:N+1),delta,Y_b(1,1:N+1) , kapa) ;
G2_f=g(Y_f(2,1:N),delta,Y_b(2,1:N),kapa);
G3_f=g(Y_f(3,1:N+1),delta,Y_b(3,1:N+1),kapa);
Gl_b=g(Y_b(l,l:N+l),delta,Y_f(1,1:N+1),kapa);
G2_b=g(Y_b(2,l:N),delta,Y_f(2,1:N) ,kapa) ;
G3 b=g(Y_b(3,l:N+l),delta,Y_f(3,1:N+1),kapa);
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Y_f(2,l:N)=Y_f(l,l:N)+hMa21*Gl_f(l,l:N)+a22*G2 f (1, 1 :N)+a23-G
3_f(1,2:N+1));
—
Y_f (3,2:N+l)=Y_f (l,l:N)+hMa31*Gl f (1,1 :N)+a32*G2 f(l,l:N)+a33
*G3 f(1,2:N+1));
~
- ^ '
'

Y_b(2,l:N)=Y_b(l,2:N+l)+hMa21*Gl b (1, 2 :N+1)+a22*G2 b(l,l:N)+a
23*G3_b(l,l:N));
Y_b(3,l:N)=Y_b(l,2:N+l)+h*(a31*Gl_b(l,2:N+l)+a32*G2
33*G3_b(l,l:N));

b(l,l:N)+a

end
% calculation of the extrapolating values
Y_f_estimate(l,l:N-l)=Y_f (l,l:N-l)+h*g((b21*Y_f(1,1 :Nl)+b22*Y_f (2, 1 :N-1)+b23*Y_f (3, 2 :N) ) , .. .
delta,(b21*Y_b(l,l:N-l)+b22*Y_b(2,1:Nl)+b23*Y_b(3,2:N)),kapa);
Y_f_estimate(2,l:N-l)=Y_f (l,l:N-l)+h*g( (b31*Y_f (1, 1 :Nl)+b32*Y_f (2,1 :N-1)+b33*Y_f (3, 2 :N) ), . . .
delta,(b31*Y_b(l,l:N-l)+b32*Y_b(2,l:Nl)+b33*Y_b(3,2:N)),kapa);
Y_b_estimate(1,1:Nl) =Y_b (1, 3 :N+1) +h*g ( (b21*Y_b(l,3:N+l)+b22*Y_b(2,2:N)+b23*Y_b(3
,2:N)), .. .
delta, (b21*Y_f(l,3:N+l)+b22*Y_f(2,2:N)+b23*Y_f(3,2:N)) ,kapa);
Y_b_estimate(2,1:N1) =Y_b (1, 3:N+1)+h*g((b31*Y_b (1,3:N+1)+b32*Y_b(2,2:N)+b33*Y_b(3
,2:N)), . . .
delta,(b31*Y f(1,3:N+1)+b32*Y_f(2,2:N)+b33*Y_f(3,2:N)),kapa);

%% output the value
set_param(gcb, 'UserData', [Y_f(3,1:N+1);Y_b(3,1:N+1);Y_f_estima
te(l,1:N-1) 0 0; . . .
Y_f_estimate(2,l:N-l) 0 0;Y_b_estimate(1,1:N-1) 0
0;Y_b_estimate(2,l:N-l) _0 0;]);
sys=[real(Y_b(3,l)) imag(Y_b(3,1)) real(Y_f(3,N+1))
imag(Y_f(3,N+1))];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end mdlUpdate
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APPENDIX C
A MATLAB S-FUNCTION FOR THE PHASE SHIFT BLOCK
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%"1FSN 0 0 ™ ' ! ' ' ' ! ' J ^
SFUNCOUPLER simulates

amplitude.

sfun_phase(t,x,u,flag,phase)
a phase shift on comples
^

%

%
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switch flag,
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Initialization %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

case 0,
[sys,xO,str,ts] = mdllnitializeSizes;
%%%%%%%%%%

% Output %
%%%%%%%%%%

case 3,
sys = mdlOutputs(t,x,u,phase);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Terminate %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%

case {1,2,4,9},
sys = []; % do Nothing
9-9-9'S-9-9-9-9-9-2-9-9-0 Q,O O Q,O O O
o o o'o o o o o oo'o'o'o^'o'o^'6'6'6

% Unexpected flags %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

otherwise
error(['unhandled flag = ',num2str(flag)]) ;
end
%end dsfunc
%
%===========================================================

% mdllnitializeSizes
% Return the sizes, initial conditions, and sample times for
the S-function.

%

function [sys,xO,str,ts] = mdllnitializeSizes;
sizes = simsizes;
sizes.NumContStates
sizes.NumDiscStates
sizes.NumOutputs
sizes.Numlnputs
sizes.DirFeedthrough
sizes.NumSampleTimes

=0
=0
=2
=2
=1
=1
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sys = simsizes(sizes);
xO = [];
str = [];
ts = [-1 0];

%Inheritrd sample time

% end mdllnitializeSizes
%
%=============================================

% mdlOutputs
% Return the output vector for the S-function

function sys= mdlOutputs(t,x,u,phase) ;
%%%% Simulates the phase shift
R=(u(l)+i*u(2))*exp(i*phase);
sys=[real(R) imag(R)];
% end mdlUpdate
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